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INTRODUCTION 
For thousands of years soil has been tilled for crop 
production (Harris et al., 1974). Tillage has been done for 
weed control, modification of soil structure and to facilitate 
subsequent operations such as planting (Kepner et al., 1978). 
Tillage has also been forsaken due to potential soil erosion, 
time and energy commitments and possible detrimental effects 
on long term soil structure (Faulkner, 1943). 
Soil manipulation is a balance between the needs of crop, 
needs for soil conservation (Erbach, 1977) and capability of 
machinery (Kepner et al., 1978). One of the common tool 
shapes which has been developed for soil cultivation is the 
sweep. Bosoi et al. (1978) specify several uses for a sweep. 
A primary use for most of its history has been to control 
weeds. A secondary use is to modify soil structure into a 
form more favorable for the cultivated crop. Other common 
agronomic uses for row crop cultivators include side dressing 
fertilizer and irrigation ditching. 
Bosoi et al. (1978) list agronomic requirements of a 
cultivator implement as the ability to weed, have uniform 
depth, and be self-sharpening. Further a cultivator should 
have correct overlap, handle tall crops and conform to soil 
relief. Depth is often set by gage wheels. Sweeps (and half 
sweeps) are commonly used tools mounted on rigid or spring 
shanks. Sweep spacing on the cultivator should be 
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approximately the effective width of the tool, i.e., the 
sweep, plus the area of passive earth disturbance if no 
overlapping soil fracture is desired (Bosoi et al., 1978). 
Modification of the soil may include loosening to improve 
soil aeration and the fracturing of large soil aggregates. 
Tillage by a cultivator sweep changes the soil topography 
in the area of sweep operation. Such changes in the soil 
microtopography affect the crop root environment by 
temperature modification and the susceptibility of soil to 
erosion by directing water into channels protected by crop 
residue (Buchele, 1954). 
Chase (1942) described subsurface tillers useful for weed 
control (i.e., sweeps) as having a low rake angle of 16° and a 
nose angle of 40° to 100° for self-cleaning. He noted that a 
sweep with higher rake angle causes increased soil lifting, 
shatter and overall displacement. 
Isolation of factors involved in soil erosion processes 
has shown benefits of ridges formed by sweeps. Ridges present 
on the soil surface perpendicular to the direction of 
prevailing wind lower wind erosion (Beasley et al., 1984). 
Ridge farming techniques associated with row crop 
production in the midwestern United States use the sweep as a 
ridge forming tool (Erbach et al. 1983). The ridges modify 
the root environment and limit soil erosion when crop residue 
is allowed to accumulate in the valleys (Buchele et al. 1955). 
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A better understanding of soil manipulation by a sweep 
could result in improved design to accomplish tillage 
obj ectives. 
Obj ectives 
The overall objective of this research is to develop 
information that will permit desired modifications in soil 
microtopography to be accomplished by sweep tillage. 
Specific objectives are: 
1. To determine the effects of sweep rake angle, speed 
and depth on changes in soil microtopography as measured by 
lateral soil movement into a ridge, ridge height and changes 
in surface elevation. 
2. To develop techniques to measure soil movement during 
sweep tillage, to compare soil movement to changes in 
microtopography and to determine the relationship of factors 
causing soil movement to changes in microtopography. 
3. To use existing theory to predict the direction of 
soil flow over a sweep and to compare this with measured 
values. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
The following material includes a general literature 
review, three technical papers focusing on different aspects 
of the phenomena of modifying soil microtopography with a 
cultivator sweep, and a general summary and discussion of 
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results. References listed at the end of each technical paper 
are only those cited within that paper. A reference list 
which follows the general summary and discussion includes only 
those references cited within this introduction, the general 
literature review, and general summary and discussion. 
The technical papers are organized as follows. First the 
effects of sweep rake angle, speed and depth on changes in 
soil microtopography are investigated. Their relative 
importance in lateral soil movement into a ridge, ridge height 
and changes in soil surface elevation are shown. 
Next the relationship between soil aggregate velocities 
on a sweep and resulting changes in soil microtopography are 
investigated. Soil moved into a ridge and ridge height are 
compared with lateral and vertical soil aggregate velocities. 
Finally Goryachkin's trihedral wedge theory of soil flow is 
applied to soil aggregate movement across the face of a 
cultivator sweep in a test of the validity of this theory for 
a sweep application. 
The candidate's contribution to this work consists of 
problem definition, literature review, experimental design, 
performance of the experiment and analysis of the results. 
Facilities and equipment were provided by the Department of 
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering at Iowa State 
University. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Sweep Shape Parameters 
Gill and Vanden Berg (1968) suggest the soil's final 
condition after tillage is a function of the soil's initial 
condition, tool shape and the manner of tool movement. Manner 
of movement for sweeps includes such variables as speed, depth 
and angle of approach. They note that most tool information 
only describes the shape. The search continues for design 
parameters and equations that prescribe tool shape. 
Kydd and Boyden (1988) define sweep shape with the 
following parameters as shown in Figure 1. Nose angle is that 
angle in a horizontal plane included by the sweep wings. Lift 
is the vertical height difference between the cutting edge and 
the top of the wing. Lift is related to the rake angle of the 
sweep wing with steeper rake angles for a given wing width 
producing higher lift. Stem angle is that angle between the 
plane of the sweep cutting edges and the sweep's stem. 
Bosoi et al. (1978) developed a relationship (equation 
(1)) to estimate the maximum nose angle for a soil condition 
so that weeds slide along the blade. 
2Y < 180° - 2(20' - 0) (1) 
where 2y = nose angle 
0' = weed-metal friction angle 
0 = internal soil friction angle 
If the weed metal friction angle is 45° and the internal soil 
friction angle is 30° the nose angle should be less than 60°. 
6 
sweep 
width nose angle 
angle 
Section A-A 
shank 
stem 
angle sweep 
stem 
angle 
suction sweep pitch 
Figure 1. Shank and sweep terminology 
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Use of Cultivators in Ridge Farming 
Buchele et al. (1955) promoted the value of ridge 
planting to prevent soil erosion and manage excess water 
runoff as well as create a potentially more favorable root 
environment. Control of soil and water runoff was obtained in 
fields of up to 4% slope with ridges parallel to the slope. 
They proposed ridges 0.30 to 0.38 m (12 to 15 in) high on 1.07 
m (42 in) row spacing. The ridge base width suggested was 
0.71 m (28 in). 
Cultivation of these ridges was done with a pair of discs 
on each side of the row. À leading 300 mm (12 in) disc at a 
slight angle pushed soil at the ridge base. A rear 410mm (16 
in) disc at a greater angle threw soil onto the ridge base. 
Yields of the ridge system were similar to flat-surface 
planted 'corn. 
Buchele (1954) had previously measured soil temperature 
in the ridge. He found isothermal lines approximately 
following the ridge profile with a gradient affected by 
weather and residue. 
Researchers have used several techniques to study soil 
tool interaction. 
Similitude 
Young (1968) examined the use of similitude in soil-
machine systems. Similitude theory suggests the use of 
dimensionless pi terms (Buckingham, 1914). Matching model and 
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prototype pi terms is a.technique used to determine the 
relationship among the variables. 
The number of pi terms equals the number of variables 
involved in the problem solution minus the number of basic 
dimensions in the variables. Soil-machine variables for 
dynamic systems involve dimensions of length, force and time. 
The number of scales between model and prototype which 
can be selected arbitrarily is equal to the number of basic 
dimensions (three in this case). Practical considerations 
dictate that the gravitational scale (LT*^) be unity. Soil 
property variables are often unknown, but might be assumed to 
have units of FL'^ (e.g. cohesion) and F°L°T° (e.g. angle of 
internal soil friction). The same soil is commonly used for 
both model and prototype in order to match these unknown soil 
property variables. If the same soil is used these two scales 
are specified. Therefore, no other scale (e.g. length) can be 
varied and still match pi terms without distortion. 
Schafer et al. (1969) suggested that under quasi-static 
conditions with a tool operating at low velocities, 
acceleration of soil by gravity becomes less significant and 
may allow similitude to be used with limited distortion. An 
example is the study of draft during slow loading of a 
bulldozer blade (Reaves et al., 1969). 
Wismer et al. (1976) advised that the process of 
identifying the significant variables in a soil-machine system 
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may be the most important contribution of similitude for the 
soil tool system. 
Critical State Soil Mechanics 
Johnson et al. (1987) reviewed soil shear measurement for 
agricultural soils, specifically the determination of the 
Mohr-Coulomb equation parameters: cohesion, c, and angle of 
internal soil friction, <t>. 
Gill and Vanden Berg (1968) state that "While the 
straight line envelope of the Mohr theory does not rigorously 
represent shear yield in all soil conditions, the theory has 
been close enough to experimentally observed behavior so that 
equation = c + atan0 has been almost universally accepted 
as a law. One confusing factor is that c and 0 are so firmly 
entrenched that they are often referred to as real physical 
properties of the soil. In reality they are only parameters 
of the assumed yield equation. Their logical existence can be 
explained only by an interpretation of the equation and not 
from the physical nature of the soil itself." 
Johnson et al. (1987) noted that comparisons of devices 
for measuring c and 0 often show frustrâtingly varied results. 
Hettiaratchi and O'Callaghan (1980) list the limitations 
of classical soil mechanics and suggest the use of another 
theory of soil behavior, critical state soil mechanics. 
Classical soil mechanics deals with analysis of soil 
loads and shear failure. It does not describe shear behavior 
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prior to or following failure. Classical soil mechanics deals 
mostly with soil forces on the implement and is weak at 
explaining soil changes due to wheel or track compaction or 
implement cultivation. 
Hettiaratchi and O'Callaghan (1980) describe the 
application of the Cambridge theory of critical state soil 
mechanics developed by Roscoe and others and characterized for 
saturated soils by Schofield and Wroth (1968). They depict 
critical state soil mechanics as a three dimensional space 
defining soil stress states along axes of : (1) mean normal 
stress, (2) deviatoric stress and (3) specific volume. 
Principal stresses are redefined in terms of octahedral 
stresses. 
Soil action is elastic until a surface boundary is 
reached in the three dimensional critical state space. 
Location of a critical state wall affects the relative 
position of these boundaries. This critical state wall 
divides a subcritical and supercritical domain. If the soil 
stress state reaches a critical state surface in the 
subcritical domain, plastic compaction occurs. Conversely, if 
the soil stress state reaches a critical state surface in the 
supercritical domain soil expansion occurs. Soil moisture 
content affects the position of this critical state wall. 
Hettiaratchi and O'Callaghan (1980) give examples to 
illustrate soil compaction due to wheel traffic or expansion 
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due to tillage. 
Spoor (1987) suggests that critical state soil mechanics 
helps to qualitatively describe how soils deform and fail. A 
major controlling factor is confining stress. At lower 
confining stress soil fails in the supercritical domain with a 
resulting expansion. At higher values of confining stress 
soil fails in the subcritical domain with a resulting 
compaction. Manipulation of the confining stress level 
influences whether failure results in loosening or compaction. 
Movement of the critical state wall as affected by soil 
moisture can further influence whether soil failure causes 
loosening or compaction. 
Several models have been developed to predict soil 
compaction at a given stress state. 
Bailey et al. (1984) developed a three parameter model 
for natural volumetric strain as a function of hydrostatic 
confining stress. 
Grisso et al. (1987a) took the three parameter Bailey et 
al. (1984) model and modified it for compaction caused by an 
unequal (deviatoric) stress state in a triaxial test. Testing 
of their model was done along two stress paths: (1) 
proportional (i.e., the ratio of principal stresses was held 
constant) and (2) orthogonal (i.e., as deviatoric stress is 
increased the applied hydrostatic load stress is decreased to 
maintain a constant octahedral normal stress). 
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The equation developed used the original three 
compactability coefficients of the Bailey et al. (1984) model 
along with three additional coefficients.(six in total) which 
are fitted to the soil. The six parameter model is used to 
predict natural octahedral normal strain. 
The investigators (Grisso et al., 1987b) also predicted 
natural octahedral shear strain by multiplying the natural 
octahedral normal strain predicted by their six parameter 
equation (Grisso et al., 1987a) by: (1) the ratio of 
octahedral shear stress to octadedral normal stress and (2) a 
constant coefficient determined for a particular soil type and 
stress path (proportional or orthogonal). 
Bailey et al. (1988) found octahedral stress ratios 
(equal to the ratio of octahedral shear stress to octahedral 
normal stress) in soil under a wheel load considerably greater 
than those tested by Grisso et al. (1987a). 
Bailey and Johnson (1989) revised the model of Grisso et 
al. (1987a) by investigating soil behavior at higher levels of 
octahedral stress ratio. The revised prediction equation was 
simplified to four parameters. Three of these are the 
original Bailey et al. (1984) compactability coefficients. 
The fourth is a soil dependent parameter. The equation 
predicts natural volumetric strain. 
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Soil Failure due to Energy 
Johnson et al. (1987) suggested that because tillage 
tools cause soil displacement and response through a failure 
condition (not just to impending failure) a measurement 
quantifying shear energy to failure may be appropriate. 
Gill and McCreery (1960) related energy efficiency of a 
tillage tool by equating it to a similar amount of soil 
aggregate break up caused by dropping a mass of soil from a 
known height. This drop shatter technique for soil was 
illustrated by Marshall and Quirk (1950) who adapted it from 
coal technology. Median soil aggregate diameter is predicted 
from the total height the soil is dropped (either one drop or 
the sum of a series of drops). 
Chancellor and Vomocil (1985) used failure energy per 
unit volume, a product of stress and strain to analyze 
differences in monolithic and amorphous soil samples subjected 
to different loads. Monolithic soil samples were prepared by 
wetting granular soil and then drying to equilibrium. 
Amorphous soil samples were granular soil aggregates of a 
given moisture content made up to specific bulk density. 
Failure energy of soil monoliths for dry and wet conditions 
was not as variable as either stress or strain alone. In dry 
soil conditions, although failure stress was greater, failure 
strain was less. 
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Force Prediction Models 
A number of researchers have attempted to model soil 
failure processes by a force analysis on a soil block in front 
of a simple inclined blade tillage tool. 
Payne (1956) defined narrow tools as having a width to 
depth ratio of less than or equal to one. A characteristic of 
narrow tools is a significant soil disturbance beyond the tool 
width. Wider tools, with width to depth ratios of two or 
greater depending on soil conditions, create soil failure 
patterns about equal to the width of the blade (Koolen and 
Kuipers, 1983). Examples of narrow tools are chisel points or 
subsoiler points. Wide tool examples include dozer blades and 
sweeps. Two dimensional failure is used to model wide tools 
and three dimensional failure is used for narrow tools. 
Most theoretical models for predicting soil tool 
interaction are based on passive earth pressure theory of 
classical soil mechanics using Mohr-Coulomb failure theory. 
The model's primary objective in most cases appears to be an 
accurate prediction of forces on the tool through a force 
analysis on the soil failing in front of the tool. 
Sohne (1956) developed a two dimensional model. Soil is 
assumed to fail in trapezoidal blocks with rupture lines at an 
angle of 45 - 0/2 with the horizontal plane (0 = internal soil 
friction angle). The force balance includes lifting soil 
(gravitational force), cohesion and internal friction at the 
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soil failure plane, soil-metal friction, normal reaction at 
the soil tool interface and acceleration required to move the 
soil wedge. Although it's an early analytical model the 
inclusion of the acceleration term distinguishes it as 
including a dynamic component. 
Hettiaratchi et al. (1966) developed a two dimensional 
model from a soil failure equation by Reece (1965). This soil 
failure equation takes the form of a bearing capacity equation 
of Terzaghi (1965), including terms for lift, cohesion and 
surcharge, with Reece*s addition of an adhesion term. Soil-
metal friction is included at the soil tool interface. 
Hettiaratchi and Reece (1967) developed a three 
dimensional model using this two dimensional failure for the 
center wedge and adding two side forces on the center wedge 
for cohesion and lift. N coefficients used in the soil 
failure equations are specified by the authors. The failure 
surface is a logarithmic spiral. 
Godwin and Spoor (1977) developed a narrow tool model 
with different modes of action above and below critical depth. 
Below critical depth the mode of soil failure changes and is 
modeled by deep foundation failure. No upward soil movement 
occurs. Only the aspects of the model above critical depth 
are listed here. Failure consists of a center wedge and two 
side crescents. Analysis of the center wedge failure follows 
that of Hettiaratchi et al. (1966). 
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Side crescents have a constant radius (equal to the 
rupture distance from tool to soil failure plane) and extend 
to a point determined by the rake angle and rupture distance. 
Passive earth pressure forces on side crescent elements are 
developed and integrated over the side crescent shape. The 
model requires a rupture distance which is suggested to be a 
function of tool depth and rake angle. 
McKyes and Ali (1977) developed a model similar to Godwin 
and Spoor (1977) but which does not require prior knowledge of 
the rupture distance. A further difference is that the 
failure surface from tool tip to soil surface is assumed to be 
linear and not a logarithmic spiral. The failure surface 
makes an unknown angle of B with the horizontal plane. 
Failure is again that of a center wedge and two side 
crescents. The model sets up an equilibrium equation and 
solves for that value of B which minimizes soil failure by 
lifting only. A tacit assumption is that forces of cohesion 
and adhesion are not effective until lifting failure occurs. 
Perumpral et al. (1983) developed a model similar to that 
of McKyes and Ali (1977) with the following major exceptions. 
The side crescents acting on the center wedge are replaced by 
side forces. The angle B of the straight failure plane is 
found which minimizes the sum of cohesion, adhesion and lift 
forces. A numerical solution technique is used. The soil-
metal friction angle is assumed to be a function of B. 
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Each of the models of Hettiaratchi and Reece (1967), 
Godwin and Spoor (1977), McKyes and Ali (1977) and Perumpral 
et al. (1983) use soil lift, soil cohesion, soil-metal 
adhesion and soil-metal friction. All are quasi-static in the 
sense that soil acceleration is ignored. The assumed linear 
failure plane of the latter two models is close to that of the 
logarithmic spiral plane of the first two models if the rake 
angle is less than 90-0 (<t> = internal soil friction angle) . 
Swick and Perumpral (1985) modified the Perumpral et al. 
(1983) model for dynamic effects. The side wedges are assumed 
to move with the center wedge so tangential forces at the 
plane interface with the wedges are eliminated. Acceleration 
force is calculated for the moving soil mass (center and side 
wedges). Wedge geometry is a function of tool angle and 
geometric distances. A numerical solution technique is used 
to find a rupture angle with a minimum force. 
Stafford (1984) suggested two different failure modes, 
brittle and flow. Whether brittle or flow failure occurs 
depends upon tool speed, depth and geometry as well as soil 
moisture content and initial soil bulk density. 
Brittle failure mode was modeled using the Reece (1965) 
equation for quasi-static conditions and included a 
modification for periodic flow due to blocks shearing from the 
soil mass in discrete intervals. Inertial effects due to 
acceleration of the soil blocks are included as by Sohne 
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(1956). In the flow failure mode, the soil-metal friction 
angle is varied as a logarithimic function of speed. 
Gupta and Pandya (1967) recognized the dynamic nature of 
soil failure and applied an equation for stress wave 
propogation in a semi-infinite rod of a linear visco-elastic 
solid to soil tool movement. Although soil is a non-linear 
visco-elastic solid, the equation can be used to predict 
surface stress at the soil-tool interface if the velocity of 
stress wave propogation by the tool in the soil can be 
determined. 
Each of the force models (Sohne, 1956; Hettiaratchi et 
al., 1966; Hettiaratchi and Reece, 1967; Godwin and Spoor, 
1977; McKyes and Ali, 1977; Perumpral et al., 1983; Swick and 
Perumpral, 1985; Stafford, 1984) focus on a static or dynamic 
force balance. Wide tools are assumed to be modeled by two 
dimensional failure with soil failing in the same manner 
across the width of the blade (Koolen and Kuipers, 1983). An 
example of a simple wide tool is a plane blade with a rake 
angle oriented parallel to the travel direction. No 
information is available in the two dimensional models to 
suggest soil aggregate flow in any direction other than in a 
single vertical plane parallel to the travel direction. 
Although a cultivator sweep is a wide tool, these force models 
are unable to predict the direction of soil aggregate flow 
over a cultivator sweep. 
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Disc Movement 
Discs are sometimes used along with sweeps on high 
residue cultivators (Erbach et al., 1983). Gill et al. (1980) 
studied the influence of velocity and disc angle on the 
kinematic parameter X of disks. X is defined as the ratio of 
rotational velocity to forward velocity. They noted that the 
absolute velocity of a point on the edge of a disc varies as a 
cosinal function of angular disc position with the minimum 
velocity at the lowest underground point on the disc. 
Disc shape (spherical or conical), size and angle had 
less effect on variations in A than did soil type. The 
researchers attributed higher values of k for a clay loam soil 
than that for a sandy loam soil to the cohesive soil acting on 
a smaller effective radius of the disc. They noted that 
although the absolute velocity of points on the disc radius 
fluctuate in a cosinal pattern, little is known regarding how 
this affects the acceleration of soil particles. 
Tool Effect on the Soil 
Other research has focused on the tool's effect on the 
soil. These types of analyses focus on the kinematic aspects 
of soil aggregate movement in addition to the dynamic aspects. 
A review of disc and wide tool shapes used on row cultivators 
is presented. 
Abo El Ees and Wills (1986) modeled disc blade movement 
of soil. They related displaced soil volume to disc size. 
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angle and depth of penetration. The volume moved reaches a 
maximum at a critical disc angle for each working depth. The 
amount of lateral soil movement is not considered, only the 
amount of displaced soil volume. 
Koolen and Kuipers (1983) discuss the action of a two-
dimensional blade. The kinematic action of such a two-
dimensional tool on the soil may be better understood by 
making the following simplifying assumptions for a tool model: 
(1) infinite width, (2) the horizontal cutting edge is 
perpendicular to the direction of travel and (3) tool shape 
does not vary across its width. 
Important aspects of the two dimensional cutting action 
of such a tool depend on; (1) the surface shape including (a) 
tool shape, (b) tool size and (c) inclination at the rear of 
the tool, (2) cutting angle and (3) working depth (versus tool 
height). Koolen and Kuipers (1983) separate the soil action 
of the tool into intake, main flow and output sections. The 
intake section separates the soil strip from untouched soil. 
Main flow occurs as the soil strip flows along the tool body. 
Output includes changes after the soil strip has left the tool 
body (e.g. falling away from the tool). 
Kinematic flow of soil is investigated over different 
combinations of cutting angle (small and large), tool shape 
(convex or plane), and operating depth (shallow or submerged). 
Much like a two-dimensional tool are the wide tillage 
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tool shapes of the moldboard plow, sweep and ridger/furrower 
(Koolen and Kuipers, 1983). Although the cutting edge of such 
tools are not perpendicular to the direction of travel, the 
tools characteristically loosen soil approximately over the 
width of the tool body. 
The wing of a sweep is most closely modeled by a tool 
with a small cutting angle (i.e., that angle which the initial 
section of the tool surface makes with a horizontal plane), 
plane surface and shallow operating depth. For such a shape 
the intake process can deliver to the main body of the blade a 
soil slice which has failure surfaces of either (1) shear 
planes breaking the soil slice (i.e., passive soil failure), 
(2) open cracks generated by the wedge effect of the cutting 
surface or (3) no additional failure surface other than the 
simple separation plane of the soil slice from untilled soil. 
Intakes type (1) and (2) occur with low soil confining 
pressure or drier conditions. Type (3) commonly occurs with 
greater confining pressure and/or moist soil conditions. 
A plane shaped tool makes only minor changes to soil 
aggregates during main flow. During output from the tool soil 
aggregates are further modified by additional shearing due to 
the unsupported weight of the soil slice as it leaves the tool 
and collision with soil in the furrow. Shearing is likely 
influenced by initial soil strength and the degree of 
weakening which has been accomplished by the tool, notably at 
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the intake section. 
Harrison (1988) developed a meter to measure the soil 
surface elevation as soil is deformed during the passage of a 
simple two dimensional plane tillage tool. The soil surface 
was parallel to that of the tool for different tool speeds, 
lengths and soil tool friction angles. The soil flow surface 
was not parallel to the tool surface as tool rake angle was 
varied. At 15° the soil flow surface was parallel to the 
tool. However at 30° and 45° the soil slice narrowed as it 
traveled across the face of the tool. Also the elevation of 
the soil flow surface after the soil left the tool surface 
(i.e., the tool output section) first decreased and then 
unexpectedly increased. 
Much of the focus of high speed moldboard plowing 
research has been on lowering draft requirements while 
maintaining appropriate soil action with the tool. 
Researchers found that a reduced share angle made a better 
furrow at high speed by not throwing the soil too far and the 
reduced angle decreased draft. 
Sohne (1956) developed a dynamic model for two 
dimensional cutting with a plane blade. Passive earth 
pressure theory was used as he observed failure planes 
appearing on a sandy soil surface in a soil bin. Sohne's 
analysis was in agreement with Goryachkin's formula, first 
published in 1898 (Koolen and Kuipers, 1983) relating plow 
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draft to the square of travel velocity, equation 2. 
D = a + €v^ (2) 
where D = specific draft, n/m^ 
V = velocity, m/s 
a,€ = constants 
Goryachkin's formula is based on a theoretical analysis 
of forces acting on soil on the tool surface (Goryachkin, 
1968). The quadratic travel velocity term is based on the 
kinetic energy imparted to soil aggregates as they are thrust 
laterally from the direction of travel and the mass of soil 
being continuously delivered to the moldboard. In 
Goryachkin's theory, equation 2 is valid for all travel 
velocities. 
To investigate the effect of plow shapes on high speed 
plowing Sohne (1959) developed a method of measuring soil 
aggregate paths across the tool surface by scratch marks made 
in paint. These scratch curves were made in a white 
nitrocellulose lacquer. The position of the scratch marks on 
complex plow body shapes were related to a series of numbered 
horizontal planes and lettered vertical planes. This 
technique readily measured the cutting angle, S, and lateral 
directional angle, (p as the soil leaves the tool. <S is the 
angle the cutting edge makes with the horizontal in a vertical 
plane parallel to the travel direction, (p is the angle the 
moldboard makes with the travel direction in a horizontal 
plane (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Cutting angle, S, and lateral directional angle, (p, 
on moldboard 
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Sôhne (1959) states "In high speed moldboard plow bodies 
it is important to have small lateral directional angles at 
the end of the moldboard, and a convex curvature of the 
horizontal lines of shape, which is obtained from the 
difference of the lateral directional angle ç of a 
(horizontal) line of shape on the land and furrow side of the 
moldboard." The amount and distance of soil thrown was 
studied by laying a white sheet on the ground surface before 
the next furrow was thrown on to it. He found that the draft 
varied proportionately with the lateral displacement of soil. 
Sôhne (1960) next turned his attention to developing 
guidelines for high speed plow body shapes. He suggested a 
cause of the coefficient of the quadratic speed term of 
equation (2). "The factor e, which determines the rise of the 
parabola over speed, depends mainly on the lateral directional 
angle cp at the moldboard end. . . . The smaller the lateral 
directional angle at the end of the moldboard, the smaller (in 
general) the increase in the draft resistance with speed." He 
found the relationship between e and ç expressed in equation 
(3) (Koolen and Kuipers, 1983). 
€ = k(l - costp) (3) 
where e = draft constant, eqn. (2) 
k = constant 
He showed the lateral distance soil was thrown in the 
furrow to be related to the lateral directional angle. Sôhne 
states, "Just as the increase in plow resistance ev^ depends 
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on the lateral directional angle q> at the moldboard end, so 
the furrow shape, the magnitude of the lateral transport of 
the soil and the magnitude of the transport of the soil in the 
direction of travel also depend on this lateral directional 
angle (p." He also observed a tendency for separation of 
coarse clods and fine crumbs on the soil surface as they 
sprayed away from the moldboard edge at higher speeds. 
Eidet (1974) studied the effect of varying the approach 
angle on performance of a high speed moldboard plow. He noted 
that for a moldboard the approach angle determines to a large 
extent the lateral velocity of soil. He concluded that the 
lateral and vertical movement of the soil furrow slice was 
reduced at all speeds for both conventional and high speed 
plow bottoms with a reduced approach angle. 
O'Callaghan and McCoy (1965) investigated soil flow 
across moldboard plow shapes. Again white nitrocellulose 
lacquer was used as the researchers' cited Sohne's (1959) use 
of it and that he had found an acceptably similar coefficient 
of friction between lacquer and soil to that between steel and 
soil. They observed that 18 meters of plowing produced a 
clear pattern of scratch marks. 
The measured scratch paths (in x, y and z coordinates) 
were fitted to curves where the y or z coordinate was a 
polynomial function of x, the travel direction. These 
expressions were then differentiated by the use of the chain 
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rule, first with respect to x. Then by multiplying by the 
derivative of x with respect to time, expressions were 
developed for velocity in the y and z directions. A second 
differentiation resulted in acceleration in the y and z 
directions. 
An important assumption was that soil velocity in the 
direction of travel (x direction) did not change. This seems 
reasonable from a continuity standpoint, so that the amount of 
soil on the tool stays constant (subject to periodic variation 
about a constant value). 
Once soil acceleration in the y and z directions was 
determined by the scratch path analysis a resultant force at 
different positions along the scratch path was calculated to 
produce the given acceleration. By orienting the face of the 
moldboard surface at each point, a normal projection of the 
resultant is used to determine a frictional force. Lifting, 
acceleration and adhesion forces are also determined by 
observing changes in elevation and velocity and by multiplying 
soil surface area by an adhesion coefficient. No estimate is 
made of force to initially separate the soil slice from 
undisturbed soil. 
They found that the acceleration of soil particles did 
not vary exactly as the square of travel speed because the 
soil path also varies with travel speed. Soil was lifted 
higher at faster speeds. 
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Dowell et al. (1988) studied speed and sweep spacing 
effects of a field cultivator on herbicide incorporation. 
Fluorescent dye was incorporated and its distribution and the 
profile surface was analyzed with different sweep speed, 
spacing and size. 
At a constant depth of 76 mm (3 in) the maximum distance 
soil was thrown increased for both 150 mm and 230 mm (6 and 9 
in) sweeps as speed increased from 6.4 to 12.8 km/hr (4 to 8 
mph). Furrow formation analysis showed that maximum furrow 
depth from peak to furrow bottom increased with speed. 
Windrowing of dye by excessive lateral soil movement from one 
sweep wing to that of a trailing sweep wing (on the far side 
of the trailing sweep) occurred with some combinations of 
sweep spacing and speed. 
Payne (1956) used a layer of lime as an indicator of soil 
movement. Gill (1969) used marker pins with different colored 
heads placed in the soil to investigate soil movement due to 
tool action. Tollner et al. (1986) used x-ray techniques to 
study soil displacement by a tool. 
Nichols and Reed (1934) report the use of small marker 
blocks to study soil displacement by Wallace Ashby of the USDA 
Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. Ashby buried small blocks 
in known soil locations previous to tillage by a moldboard 
plow. Following tillage, block locations were used to measure 
soil movement. 
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V. P. Goryachkin is credited with the empirical equation 
developed at the turn of the century which relates plow draft 
as having a relationship to the square of travel speed (Koolen 
and Kuipers, 1983). He also developed an analytical model 
(Bosoi et al., 1978) for the movement of soil aggregates 
across the face of a tool which is inclined at two angles, 
viz. (1) an angle 0 which the cutting edge makes with the 
direction of travel and (2) a rake angle Y in a vertical plane 
perpendicular to the cutting edge which the plane of the tool 
makes with a horizontal plane (see Figure 3). 
Goryachkin originally developed the model to describe the 
action of a moldboard plow. His analytical model predicts the 
path of soil aggregate flow across the surface of a raked 
plane tool with cutting edge not perpendicular to the 
direction of travel. Goryachkin termed this plane inclined 'at 
two angles to the travel direction a trihedral wedge. Such a 
plane may closely parallel the top surface geometry of a sweep 
wing. 
The Goryachkin trihedral wedge theory of soil movement 
includes a normal force acting from the plane of the tool 
surface and a soil-metal frictional force. Goryachkin 
concludes that the combination of these two forces moves soil 
aggregates as indicated in Figure 3. Soil initially in 
triangular area AOC hinges in failure about line AC and 
becomes triangular area ANC. Soil which was initially lying 
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A Y  
Figure 3. Goryachkin's trihedral wedge theory 
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parallel to the travel direction, x axis, now follows flow 
paths parallel to line AN. 
The Goryachkin model analysis does not include the 
effects of soil forces applied by undisturbed soil acting on 
the wedge of soil being moved. Later two dimensional models 
for wide tools (Sohne, 1956; Reece, 1965; Hettiaratchi et al. 
1966) and three dimensional models for narrow tools 
(Hettiaratchi and Reece, 1967; Godwin and Spoor, 1977; McKyes 
and Ali, 1977; Perumpral et al., 1983) all included such 
forces. 
Kaburaki and Kisu (1959) also attempted to predict soil 
aggregate flow paths on a trihedral surface. Restricting 
their model to subsurface interaction of the tool with the 
soil they included a soil force from the undisturbed soil 
ahead of the tool which was assumed to act in a direction 
parallel to the travel path. Besides this external soil force 
they included gravitational force on the soil. In addition to 
these two forces, they considered a normal tool force and 
frictional force along the tool surface as had Goryachkin. 
The model predicts the direction of soil flow as a function of 
nose angle, rake angle and soil-metal friction angle. 
The authors limit the domain of their analysis to 
subsurface soil movement. The model predicts downward soil 
movement for commonly used sweep dimensions of nose angle of 
70° and rake angle of 15° and thus does not appear to be 
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capable of explaining commonly observed soil aggregate flow 
upward against the face of the sweep wing. 
Data are presented (Kaburaki and Kisu, 1959) from a 
trihedral wedge traveling 1 m/s (2.2 mph) below the surface of 
a dry sand in a soil bin. For a 70° nose angle and 15° rake 
angle the measured soil flow marks indicate upward movement at 
an angle of 40° as measured above a horizontal plane and along 
the tool surface. 
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PART I. CHANGE IN SOIL MICROTOPOGRAPHY 
BY TILLAGE WITH A SWEEP 
34 
Change in soil microtopography by 
tillage with a sweep 
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ABSTRACT 
An experiment was conducted to determine the effects of 
sweep rake angle, speed, and operating depth on changes in 
microtopography. Such information is useful in sweep design 
and operation for ridge tillage. Parameters describing 
microtopography changes.are lateral soil shift, ridge height 
and change in mean surface height. A factorial arrangement of 
three pairs of sweeps operated at three speeds (5, 7 and 9 
km/hr) and two depths (50 and 100 mm) were used to form ridges 
in five field blocks of varying moisture and soil type. 
Soil shift and ridge height were affected by both speed 
and tool geometry (a = .01). Higher speeds moved more soil 
into the ridges. A modified sweep with rake angle of 44° 
produced greater soil shift and higher ridges than the 
commercial sweeps with rake angles of 13.5° and 16° (a = .01). 
Comparing commercial sweeps, the 16° sweep produced a higher 
ridge (a = .05) and greater soil shift (a = .10) than did the 
13.5° sweep. 
Change in surface height was significantly affected by 
tool depth (0£ = .01) and speed (a = .05) but not by tool 
geometry. Deeper operation created a higher soil surface. 
The relationship of change in surface height to speed was 
quadratic (a = .01). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The sweep tillage tool is commonly used for weed control, 
soil aeration and general modification of the surface layer of 
soil. It is used extensively for row-cultivation to control 
weeds after the crop has emerged (Kepner et al., 1978). 
Tillage by a cultivator sweep changes the soil topography 
in the area of sweep operation. Such changes in soil 
topography impact erosive potential of the soil and root 
environment of the crop (Buchele et al., 1955). 
Ridges modify the root environment and limit soil erosion 
by water when crop residue is allowed to accumulate in the 
valleys. Buchele et al. (1955) promoted the value of ridge 
planting to prevent soil erosion and manage excess water 
runoff as well as to create a potentially more favorable root 
environment. Yields of the ridge system were similar to 
yields obtained on a system with a flat surface. 
Ridge farming techniques associated with row crop 
production use the sweep as a ridge forming tool (Erbach et 
al., 1983). A single sweep between two rows is commonly used 
for high residue row-cultivation. 
Soil movement perpendicular to the travel direction of a 
wide tool has been studied in high speed plowing research. 
Sohne (1960) investigated soil displaced laterally by the 
moldboard to obtain a uniform furrow. He observed the 
magnitude of lateral soil displacememt to increase with the 
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lateral directional angle at the end of the moldboard. Eidet 
(1974) observed that increasing the approach angle of the plow 
share increased the amount of lateral soil displacement. 
Dowell et al. (1988) investigated herbicide incorporation 
by 150 and 230 mm (6 and 9 in) sweeps on a field cultivator. 
They found the maximum lateral distance soil was thrown by the 
sweep to increase with travel speed. They also found the 
maximum peak to furrow height distance increased with speed. 
Chase (1942) noted that a sweep with a higher rake angle 
increases overall soil displacement. 
Tillage objectives of a sweep involve changing surface 
topography to form a ridged surface for soil conservation, 
agronomic reasons such as an improved root environment or 
covering newly germinated weeds. A better understanding of 
the relationship of common sweep variables to changes in soil 
topography would enhance the design and use of this tool. 
Gill and Vanden Berg (1968) suggested soil conditions 
after tillage are a function of initial soil conditions, tool 
shape, and manner of tool movement. Research with moldboard 
plows (Sohne, 1960; Eidet, 1974) and sweeps (Dowell et al., 
1988; Chase, 1942) indicates that geometry and speed may be 
important factors in soil movement. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this research were: 
1. To define parameters to quantify changes in soil 
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microtopography due to tillage. 
2. To determine the effects of sweep rake angle, 
and operating depth on changes in soil microtopography. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tool shapes were selected to be both similar to those 
commonly available to crop producers and to be simple in 
design so as to make interpretation of results more 
straightforward. Two pairs of conventional 410 mm (16 in) 
cultivator sweeps were obtained for the study from Wiese 
Corporation^, a low crown model HL16-5 and and a medium crown 
model HC16C5. In addition a second pair of HL16-5 sweeps were 
modified by welding sweep wings at a 44° rake angle over the 
existing sweep. Figure 1 and Table 1 list the pertinent sweep 
dimensions. Sweeps are shown in Figure 2. 
Table 1. Sweep dimensions (see Figure 1) 
Anales. Dimension, mm 
Sweep Crown (i) V 20 A B c D 
HL16-5 low 18 13.5 67 83 70 25 22 
HC16C5 medium 25 16 68 83 70 32 25 
Modified high 54 44 67 86 73 60 54 
The three levels of tool geometry based on rake angle, 
13.5, 16 and 44 degrees, three travel speeds, 5, 7 and 9 km/hr 
(3.1, 4.3 and 5.6 mph) and two depths, 50 and 100 mm (2 and 4 
^Mention of commercial product name does not imply endorsement 
or criticism by the author, but serves to clarify the tools used. 
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Section A-A 
Figure l. Sweep geometry (see Table 1) 
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Figure 2. Low, medium, and high crown sweeps 
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in) were arranged factorially for 18 treatments. 
To measure the effects of these independent variables on 
soil movement by the sweep, three dependent variables were 
developed based on changes in soil microtopography following 
action by the sweep. The variables serve as indicators by 
defining surface topographic changes due to physical soil 
movement, potential change in agronomic environment and 
loosening of the soil by tillage. The first of these is "soil 
shift", a variable based on the horizontal movement of soil 
perpendicular to the travel direction. The second parameter, 
ridge height, is the vertical peak to furrow distance after 
the tool has passed. Change in surface height, the third 
parameter, is a measure of the amount of surface soil loosened 
by the sweep. 
Soil shift is the lateral distance shifted due to tillage 
of the center of a cross-sectional area of soil, half the 
distance between sweep points (i.e., half of the ridge). The 
cross-sectional soil area is bounded by a lower datum an 
average of 100 mm (4 in) below the original soil surface 
(Figure 3). 
Soil shift is the shift of soil mass that results in one 
half of the ridge. Uniform soil bulk density is assumed 
before tillage and a different but uniform soil bulk density 
is assumed after tillage for the same cross-sectional area. 
Ridge height is the difference in height between the 
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centerline of sweep 
travel path 
midpoint between 
sweep travel paths 
after tillage: 
datum 
before tillage 
datum 
centerline of sweep 
travel path 
Qcentroid of crosshatched area 
Datum fixed at 100 mm below initial mean surface elevation. 
Figure 3. Soil cross-sections before and after tillage 
showing soil shift as lateral shift of center of 
one half ridge 
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average of five elevations taken in a 100 nun (4 in) distance 
perpendicular to the travel direction halfway between sweep 
points and the average of five elevations in a 100 mm distance 
perpendicular to the travel direction centered at the sweep 
points. 
The average at the sweep points is calculated by the 
following procedure. Each elevation at the sweep point is 
multiplied by one half and added to the two adjacent readings 
at each sweep point. The sum of values at each sweep point is 
then added and the resultant sum is divided by five to obtain 
an average elevation at the sweep points. Averaging several 
elevations compensates for the effects of individual soil 
aggregates. Locations of the sweep points in the soil were 
determined from use of a video camcorder mounted ahead of the 
sweeps to film ridge formation. 
Change in surface height is the change of mean soil 
elevation due to tillage as measured along a line between 
sweep points perpendicular to the travel direction. Loosening 
of the surface soil should increase this variable. 
Equipment used for tillage included a tractor and three 
point hitch mounted attachment. The attachment consisted of 
three toolbars for mounting tillage and observation equipment. 
Two shanks to support two sweeps were mounted 760 mm (30 in) 
apart in the center of the rear toolbar. Shank stem angle of 
54° (Kydd and Boyden, 1988) and sweep stem angle of 50° 
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created a sweep penetration angle of 4 °. Depth gage wheels 
were mounted outside the ridge area on the rear toolbar. A 
video camcorder to film tillage was mounted 1.52 m (5 ft) in 
front of the sweep on the toolbar (Figures 4, 5, and 6). 
The 18 factorial treatments were laid out in a randomized 
complete block design with five replications. The experiment 
was conducted at the Iowa State University Agronomy and 
Agricultural Engineering Research Center near Ames, Iowa. The 
soil in blocks 1, 2 and 3 was predominantly Canisteo silty 
clay loam (fine loamy, mixed (calcareous), mesic Typic 
Haplaquolls) with the soil in blocks 4 and 5 predominantly 
Clarion loam (fine loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Haplaquolls). 
The soil was disked periodically during the 1990 growing 
season to maintain a bare soil surface. Prior to the 
experiment the surface was leveled with a cultipacker. 
Each experimental unit was 2.7 m (9 ft) wide by 15 m (49 
ft) long (Figure 7). Tractor wheel spacing of 2.3 m (90 in) 
straddled the untracked tillage plot. Blocks 2 and 4 were 
cultivated east to west with the other blocks being cultivated 
west to east. 
The surface elevations were taken perpendicular to the 
direction of travel across a 1.48 m (58 in) line 9 m (29 ft) 
into the plot. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe benchmarks, 19 
mm (0.75 in) in diameter and 460 mm (18 in) long were driven 
into the soil and leveled to establish a fixed reference 
Toolbar assembly with video camcorder and mirror 
above sweep (A - camcorder, B - mirror, C - sweep) 
TQi—or 
1580 mm 
12 5' 
341 mm 
Figure 5. Toolbar assembly with video camcorder and 
mirror above sweep (side view) 
103 mm 
Figure 6. Toolbar assembly with video camcorder 
and mirror above sweep (top view) 
49 
120 m 
î 
N 
® benchmark 
9 m 
15 m 
plot A 
^ common wheel track 
w/plots A & B 
• (£ plot B 
ï common wheel track 
w/plots B & C 
(£ plot C 
Figure 7. Layout of experimental units 
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height for each plot. A rillmeter with pins at 20 mm (0.8 in) 
intervals was placed on PVC benchmarks and used to measure 
surface elevations before and after tillage. Photographs of 
rillmeter measurements were later analyzed to determine soil 
surface elevation profile changes caused by tillage. 
Each of the experimental blocks was tilled in one day. 
Soil samples were taken in each block to determine soil 
moisture by weight and bulk density. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 2 details soil conditions of the five soil moisture 
blocks. Bulk density values higher than expected may have 
been due to previous disking operations to control weeds. 
Table 1 (Appendix A) is an analysis of variance of the 
dependent variable soil shift by factors and interactions. 
Subsampling of each half of the ridge shape for soil shift 
results in an experimental error term used to determine 
treatment differences and a sampling error term (Steel and 
Torrie, 1980). 
The factors of sweep rake angle and speed are highly 
significant. This agrees with the conclusions of Chase (1942) 
and Dowell et al. (1988) concerning the effects of rake angle 
and speed on soil movement. None of the interactions approach 
significance. 
A planned comparison, or contrast, (Steel and Torrie, 
1980) was used to analyze differences between the two 
commercial sweeps with a low and medium crown and also between 
the commercial sweeps and the modified sweep with a much 
steeper rake angle. The low and medium crown sweep caused 
soil shift differences that were significant at the a = .10 
level but not at a = .05 level. Soil shift differences were 
significant at the a = .01 level when the two commercial 
sweeps were compared with the modified sweep of steeper rake 
angle. 
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Table 2. Soil conditions in blocks 
Block 1 
Depth, nun 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 2 
tilled 10-2-90 
Soil moisture, % 
21.2 
28.3 
24.7 
tilled 10-22-90 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Kq/rc? 
1.10 
1.63 
1.36 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 3 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 4 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 5 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Soil moisture, % 
19.1 
26.7 
22.9 
tilled 10-23-90 
Soil moisture, % 
16.4 
19.5 
18.0 
tilled 10-24-90 
Soil moisture, % 
9.3 
13.6 
11.5 
tilled 10-5-90 
Soil moisture, % 
11.6 
15.1 
13.4 
Bulk density, TAg/w 
1.31 
1.50 
1.40 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.44 
1.67 
1.55 
Clarion 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.31 
1.87 
1.59 
Clarion 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m' 
1.12 
1.73 
1.42 
A contrast to test a quadratic relationship of soil shift 
with speed was not significant. 
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Speed, km/hr 
° Low * Medium * High crown tool 
Figure 8. Mean soil shift vs. speed for each tool (standard 
error = 3.52 mm, N = 20) 
Figure 8 compares the response of soil shift to speed for 
each tool using the mean values of each treatment combination 
of tool and speed. 
Table 2 (Appendix A) is an analysis of variance of ridge 
height. Again tool and speed are highly significant while 
depth and interactions are not. The effect of speed agrees 
with the measurements of Dowell et al. (1988). 
Contrasts were again analyzed between the two commercial 
sweeps with a low and medium crown and also between the 
commercial sweeps and the modified sweep. Ridge height was 
significantly higher, at an a = .05 level, for the medium 
crown sweep as contrasted with that of the low crown. Ridge 
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height was significantly higher, at an a = .01 level, for the 
modified sweep with a steeper rake angle contrasted with the 
two commercial sweeps. A contrast to test a quadratic 
relationship of ridge height with speed was again not 
significant. 
Figure 9 compares the response of ridge height to speed 
for each tool using the mean values of each treatment 
combination of tool and speed. 
•rH 0) 
a 
Q> 
Figure 9. 
Low 
Speed, km/hr 
+ Medium » High crown tool 
Mean ridge height vs. speed for each tool 
(standard error = 7.67 mm, N = 10) 
Table 3 (Appendix A) is an analysis of variance of the 
change in surface height by factors and interactions. 
Again no significant interactions are found among the 
factors. As change in surface height is an indicator of soil 
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loosening in the upper surface soil, it's not unexpected that 
deeper tillage yielded a highly significant change in surface 
height. Ridge system crop producers often cultivate more 
deeply than required for the first cultivation in order to 
supply loosely structured soil for building ridges during a 
second cultivation. 
Sweep rake angle does not significantly affect change in 
surface height while speed does have a significant effect. 
Change in surface height more closely reflects the packing 
density of soil aggregates rather than mass soil movement 
indicated by soil shift or ridge height. This result 
indicates that although speed changes the mean packing density 
tool rake angle does not. Rake angle is more closely 
associated with the mass soil movement into the ridge rather 
than any change in bulk density. 
Figure 10 compares the response of change in surface 
height to speed for each depth using the mean values of each 
treatment combination of depth and speed. As shown in this 
figure, change in surface height exhibits a quadratic trend 
with speed in the range of 5 to 9 km/hr (3.1 to 5.6 mph) for 
the sweeps tested. A contrast to test this quadratic 
relationship over speed has an F-value of 8.46 and is 
significant at an a = .01 level. As change in surface height 
is more of an indicator of loosening soil by tillage than mass 
rearrangement of soil aggregates into a ridge, this might 
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Figure 10. 
indicate a change in the soil failure mechanism at different 
levels of speed. Quite possibly, it may be an example of 
committing a Type I error in attempting to observe a 
difference. 
Table 3 lists mean values of soil shift, ridge height and 
change in surface height for each level of tool geometry, 
speed and depth across all experimental plots. 
Comparing mean values at the three speed levels it is 
noted that mass soil movement toward the center of the ridge 
increased as speed increased from 5 to 7 km/hr while the 
change in surface height decreased. When speed was increased 
from 7 to 9 km/hr mass soil movement did not change 
U 
7 # 
Speed, km/hr 
o 50 mm + 100 mm depth 
Mean change in surface height vs. speed for both 
depths (standard error =2.92 mm, N = 15) 
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Table 3. Mean values of soil shift, ridge height and change in 
surface height for each level of tool, speed and 
depth* 
Factor Soil shiftf Ridge heightt Change in 
surface 
height§ 
Tool crown: 
low 20.9* 51.0* 6.7 
medium 26.1* 63.7b 2.6 
high 33.4b 79.6= 6.7 
Speed, km/hr: 
5 19.2* 50.0* 6.8 
7 28.3b 67.9b 0.5' 
9 32.9b 76.4b 8.6 
Depth, mm: 
50 27.3 62.7 2.1 
100 26.3 66.8 8.5' 
•Values in each column within each factor followed by a 
different letter are significant at the a=.05 level 
tStandard errors for soil shift: tool and speed, 2.03 mm; 
depth, 1.66 mm 
^Standard errors for ridge height: tool and speed, 4.43 mm; 
depth, 3.61 mm 
§Standard errors for change in surface height: tool and 
speed, 2.07 mm; depth 1.69 mm 
significantly however soil bulk density increased. 
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is excess pore 
water pressure which resists soil failure at 7 km/hr but is 
unable to resist failure at the higher strain rate of 9 km/hr. 
Contrary to this hypothesis, soil in the 0 to 50 mm layer was 
37% saturated on a volumetric basis while soil in the 0 to 100 
mm layer was 64% saturated. If pore water pressure is 
effective, a significant interaction between depth and speed 
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on change in surface height would be expected because of the 
greater percentage saturation (91%) between 50 and 100 mm. 
Comparing tool rake angles it is noted that increasing 
rake angle increases lateral soil movement and ridge height. 
Such information suggests the use of a low crown sweep for 
early cultivation when a young crop is present followed by a 
higher crown sweep to cover weeds at the plant base later in 
the season. 
The ability of the sweep to increase soil aeration as 
shown by a change in surface height is influenced more by 
deeper operation than by tool rake angle. Within the range of 
speed of this experiment the data indicate that there may be 
an intermediate speed value at which soil aeration is less 
than at lower and higher speed values. 
The effect of speed in moving more soil to the base of 
plants in the row is expected and reflects slower travel 
speeds during early cultivation. If soil aeration is desired 
during early cultivation, the data suggest that a lower crown 
sweep operated at high speed improves aeration and does not 
move excessive soil into the row area. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The data support the following conclusions; 
1. Soil shift and ridge height were affected by both 
speed and sweep rake angle (a = .01). 
2. Higher speeds moved more soil into the ridges (a = 
.01). 
3. The modified sweep with high crown and rake angle 
(44°) produced greater soil shift and higher ridges than the 
conventional low and medium crown sweeps with rake angles of 
13.5" and 16° (a = .01). 
4. The medium crown sweep produced a higher ridge (a = 
.05) and greater soil shift (a = .10) than did the low crown 
sweep. 
5. Change in surface height was significantly affected 
by tool depth (a = .01) and speed (a = .05) but not by tool 
geometry. 
6. Deeper tillage depth created a lower bulk density in 
the soil surface (a = .01). 
7. The relationship of change in surface height to speed 
was quadratic (a = .01). Change in surface height at 7 km/hr 
(4.3 mph) was significantly less than at 5 or 9 km/hr (3.1 and 
5.6 mph). This result was not expected and the reasons for it 
are not clear. 
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PART II. RELATIONSHIP OF CHANGES IN MICROTOPOGRAPHY 
TO SOIL AGGREGATE VELOCITIES 
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ABSTRACT 
To understand changes in microtopography caused by a tool 
it is useful to study actual soil manipulation during tool 
passage. An experiment was conducted with objectives to 
develop techniques to measure soil aggregate velocities during 
tillage with a sweep, to relate changes in microtopography to 
observed soil aggregate velocities in lateral and vertical 
directions, to determine the relationship between soil 
aggregate velocities at the tool surface and at the soil 
surface, and to relate changes in microtopography to factors 
affecting aggregate velocities. 
Factorial treatments of three sweeps with varying rake 
angles were operated at three speeds and two depths in five 
field blocks of varying soil type and moisture content. 
Surface soil velocity was measured by the use of a video 
camcorder and wood blocks. Soil velocity at the tool surface 
was calculated from the angle of measured scratch marks on the 
tool surface. 
The lateral movement of soil away from the tool and into 
the ridge was more closely related to the soil's vertical 
velocity on the tool than the lateral velocity. Surface soil 
velocities were generally unrelated to those on the tool 
surface. Tool speed and the tangent of tool rake angle had 
some influence on the change in microtopography. 
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INTRODUCTION 
What is there about the passage of the tool that makes 
the soil different? How is the soil altered during tool 
passage? 
Researchers have used various techniques for tracking 
soil movement. Payne (1956) used a layer of lime as an 
indicator of soil movement. Gill (1969) used marker pins with 
different colored heads placed in the soil to investigate soil 
movement due to tool action. Tollner et al. (1986) used x-ray 
techniques to study soil displacement by a tool. 
Nichols and Reed (1934) report the use of small marker 
blocks by Wallace Ashby of the USDA Bureau of Agricultural 
Engineering. Ashby studied soil displacement by a moldboard 
plow. He buried small blocks in known soil locations before 
tillage. Following tillage, block locations were used to 
measure soil movement. 
To investigate the effect of plow shapes on high speed 
plowing, Sohne (1959) developed a method of measuring soil 
aggregate paths across the tool surface by scratch marks made 
in paint. These scratch curves were made in a white 
nitrocellulose lacquer. 
Sohne (1960) noted that the magnitude of lateral 
transport of the soil depends on the lateral directional angle 
(p measured by these scratch marks at the edge of the moldboard 
surface where soil exits the tool. 
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O'Callaghan and McCoy (1965) investigated soil flow 
across moldboard plow shapes. Again white nitrocellulose 
lacquer was used as the researchers' cited Sohne's (1959) use 
of it and that he had found an acceptably similar coefficient 
of friction between lacquer and soil to that between steel and 
soil. They observed that 18 meters (60 ft) of plowing 
produced a clear pattern of scratch marks. 
The measured scratch paths (in x, y and z coordinates) 
were fitted to curves where the y or z coordinate was a 
polynomial function of the travel direction, x. These 
expressions were then differentiated with respect to time to 
determine acceleration in the y and z directions. 
An important assumption was that soil velocity in the 
direction of travel (x direction) did not change. They found 
that the acceleration of soil particles did not vary exactly 
as the square of travel speed because the soil path also 
varies with travel speed. Soil was lifted higher at higher 
speeds. 
A cultivator sweep is a common tool shape. Kydd and 
Boyden (1988) define sweep shape by nose angle, lift and stem 
angle. Nose angle is that angle included by the sweep wings. 
Lift is the vertical height difference between the cutting 
edge and the top of the wing. Lift is related to the rake 
angle of the sweep wing, with steeper rake angles producing 
higher lift for a given wing width. Stem angle is that angle 
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between the plane of the sweep cutting edges and the sweep 
stem. 
A sweep can be thought of as two planes joined together 
at a junction line, the point of the sweep. The cutting edge 
of each plane is inclined to the direction of travel by an 
angle, 0. Further, each plane has a rake angle, y, 
perpendicular to this cutting edge (Figure 1). 
Measuring soil velocities on a sweep might help to 
determine what topographic changes are being made by the tool. 
From Sohne's (1959, 1960) work with tool geometry it seemed 
that the lateral directional angle of soil release from the 
sweep would be important. Chemical incorporation (Dowel1 et 
al., 1988) research suggested speed as an important variable 
in soil aggregate movement. 
Dowell et al. (1988) studied speed and sweep spacing 
effects of a field cultivator on herbicide incorporation. 
Fluorescent dye coated granules were incorporated and their 
distribution analyzed with a computer image analysis. The 
image analyzed was a videotape record of the profile. 
Windrowing of granules by excessive lateral movement from one 
sweep wing to that of a trailing sweep wing (on the fair side 
of the sweep) occurred with some combinations of sweep spacing 
and speed. 
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Figure 1. Plane of sweep wing 
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Objectives 
To better understand the changes of soil by a sweep it is 
useful to study actual soil manipulation during sweep passage. 
An experiment having the following objectives was conducted: 
1. To develop techniques to measure soil aggregate 
velocities at the soil tool interface and soil surface during 
tillage with a cultivator sweep. 
2. To relate changes in soil microtopography to observed 
soil aggregate velocities in lateral and vertical directions. 
3. To determine if a relationship exists between soil 
aggregate velocities at the soil tool interface and at the 
soil surface. 
4. To relate changes in soil microtopography to factors 
of sweep geometry and movement affecting aggregate velocities. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Three independent variables were selected to observe 
• changes in soil microtopography due to soil aggregate 
velocities. 
Considering the two major angles of the sweep wing (nose 
and rake angles) it was decided to vary the rake angle. 
Practical reasons for choosing the rake angle included the 
observance of a common nose angle on row crop cultivator 
sweeps of 65° to 70° and a trend toward varying the rake angle 
(often by the use of sweep wings) to build ridges. 
Two styles (low and medium crown) of conventional 410 mm 
(16 in) wide sweeps were obtained from the Wiese Corporation^ 
with wing rake angles of 13.5° and 16°. A third style of 
sweep with a rake angle of 44° was fabricated from an 
additional set of 410 mm (16 in) low crown sweeps. See Figure 
2 and Table 1. 
Three levels of speed were chosen at 5, 7 and 9 km/hr 
(3.1, 4.3 and 5.6 mph). Two levels of depth, 50 and 100 mm, 
(2 and 4 in) were chosen. 
Eighteen treatments were applied in a factorial 
arrangement of the tool, speed, and depth to each of five 
randomized complete blocks. The experiment was conducted at 
the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering Research Center near 
^Mention of commercial product name does not imply endorsement 
or criticism by the author, but serves to clarify the tools used. 
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Section A-A 
Figure 2. Sweep geometry (see Table 1) 
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Table 1. Sweep dimensions (see figure 2) 
Anales. « Dimension, mm 
Sweetj Crown 
_a_ . 20. &_ £_ fî_ 
HL16-5 low 18 13.5 67 83 70 25 22 
HC16C5 medium 25 16 68 83 70 32 25 
Modified high 54 44 67 86 73 60 54 
Ames, Iowa. Blocks 1, 2 and 3 were predominantly Canisteo 
silty clay loam (fine loamy, mixed, mesic (calcareous), mesic 
Typic Haplaguolls). Blocks 4 and 5 were predominantly Clarion 
loam (fine loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Haplaguolls). Each block 
was tilled during one day. The blocks represented different 
soil and moisture combinations. 
Experimental plots within each block were 2.7 by 15 m (9 
by 49 ft) with a soil surface elevation measurement area 9 m 
(30 ft) into the plot as measured from the start of tillage 
(Figure 3). Common wheel traffic lanes between adjacent plots 
were used to conserve experimental area and mimimize soil 
variation. Plots were oriented east and west to use daylight 
for better observation by a video camcorder. Blocks 2 and 4 
were tilled east to west with other blocks tilled west to 
east. 
Two 19 mm (3/4 in) diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
pipes, 460 mm (18 in) long were driven into the soil surface 
elevation measurement area. Each was located on a line 
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23 m 
61 m 
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120 m < 45 m > T 
1 
N 
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15 m 
plot A 
common wheel track 
w/plots A & B 
plot B 
common wheel track 
w/plots B & C 
plot C 
Figure 3. Layout of experimental units 
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perpendicular to the longitudinal plot centerline and 740 mm 
(29 in) distant from the centerline. This placed them 
equidistantly 150 mm (6 in) from the tractor tire tracks and 
the outside tips of the pair of sweep wings. 
Tops of the pipes were leveled and used as elevation 
benchmarks for rillmeter measurement of soil surface 
elevations across this line before and after tillage. 
Rillmeter pins were on 20 mm (0.8 in) centers across the 1.48 
m (58 in) line of measurement. 
Observational equipment was mounted on a toolbar assembly 
behind a tractor with 2.3 m (90 in) wheel spacing. Two sweeps 
with similar geometry were mounted on 760 mm (30 in) spacing 
about the tractor centerline on the rear toolbar of the 
toolbar assembly (see Figures 4, 5, and 6). Gage wheels 
mounted on the rear toolbar controlled sweep depth. Sweep 
pitch (Kydd and Boyden, 1988) was set at 4° for all 
treatments. 
Two methods were chosen to measure soil aggregate 
velocities during sweep tillage, one at the interface of tool 
and soil and one at the soil surface. 
The interface of soil and tool is at the bottom of the 
main soil slice being manipulated by the tool. Scratch paths 
in a painted surface were chosen as a measurement of the 
direction of soil velocity. Pre-experiment trials were done 
with different formulations and colors of paint to judge the 
Toolbar assembly with video camcorder and mirror 
above sweep (A - camcorder, B - mirror, C - sweep) 
LCD O 
1580 mm 
341 mm 
Figure 5. Toolbar assembly with video camcorder and 
mirror above sweep (side view) 
103 mm 
Figure 6. Toolbar assembly with video camcorder 
and mirror above sweep (top view) 
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production of suitable scratch marks. Red or blue paint 
produced more easily visible scratch marks than did white or 
dark earth tones on the tool surface. 
Although the direction of scratch marks were similar, 
different paint formulations produced more easily visible 
scratchs in different soil conditions. Four geometrically 
similar sweep wings were available for observations in each 
experimental plot. Four paint formulations were used, one on 
each wing, to optimize the ability to measure scratch marks. 
Paints chosen were red lacquer, red enamel, red acrylic and 
blue automotive upholstery paint. 
All were sprayed on the tool surface and allowed to dry 
for approximately two minutes before tillage. Sweeps were 
removed immediately after tillage. After gently brushing away 
loose soil so as not to create erroneous scratch marks 
photographs of each sweep were taken from a fixed position 
above the sweep. Photographs were later analyzed to determine 
the direction of soil flow. 
Two readings from two different sweep wings were taken 
from each experimental plot. Angles measured in photographs 
were oriented with the sweep centerline. Parallax involved in 
reading a scratch path angle from a two-dimensional photograph 
was corrected by adjusting for similar measurement of known 
angles marked on the tool face of each sweep wing. 
To obtain the magnitude of these aggregate velocities on 
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the bottom of the soil slice, it was assumed (as in 
O'Callaghan and McCoy, 1965) that soil aggregate velocity did 
not vary in the travel direction with respect to the tool. 
This seems reasonable from a continuity standpoint. Consider 
a tool that has been tilling soil for some time so that the 
amount of soil on the tool has reached a constant value 
(subject to random fluctuation about a mean). The flow rate 
of soil entering the tool in the travel (i.e., x) direction 
must equal the flow of soil leaving the tool in the travel 
direction. If this were not so soil would continue to either 
build up in front of the tool (or dissipate in front of the 
tool). 
A geometric proof of bottom soil velocities as measured 
from the scratch angles is shown in Figure 7. The scratch 
angle, a, was measured as that angle, projected onto a plane 
including the sweep cutting edges which the scratch mark makes 
with the travel direction. Velocities then are as shown in 
equation set 1. 
yvlb = (speed) (cosa)'^sin(0-Q!) tany (1) 
zvlb = (speed)tana 
where yvlb = soil velocity parallel to y axis, m/s 
zvlb = soil velocity perpendicular to travel 
direction parallel to z axis, m/s 
speed = tool speed, m/s 
a - scratch angle 
Y = rake angle 
0 = 0.5(nose angle) 
Plane xz in Figure 7 is that plane including the sweep 
cutting edges. Sweep pitch was set at 4° during the 
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Given: 
1. X axis parallel to travel path with 
positive X in direction of tool motion 
2. Plane ACN is trihedral wedge 
(i.e. sweep wing) 
3. ZBCN = rake angle, y 
4. ZCAO = 0 = 1/2 nose angle of sweep 
5. AN is scratch mark 
6. ZBAO = a = scratch angle 
7. 80 = Z velocity component = ZVLB 
8. BN = Y velocity component = YVLB 
Lateral 
tana = ^ 
AO 
BO = AOtana 
ZVLB = AOtana 
Vertical 
cosa- ^ 
sin(e-a) = II 
tariY- Bg 
BN = BCtany 
BN = AO ( 20^) sin(e-a)tan7 
YVLB = AO {-^)sin(e-a)tan7 
By assuming amount of soil on wing reaches a constant value, X velocity of component of 
soil (=A0) equals speed, YVLB = (speed) sin(0-a)tanY, ZVLB = (speed)tana 
Figure 7. Soil velocities measured by scratch marks 
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experiment. This has the effect of rotating the xz plane 
about the z axis. The negative x axis was tilted at an angle 
of 4° upward from a horizontal plane during sweep operation. 
Actual velocity in the vertical direction is increased 
slightly by a sweep pitch of 4°. This additional lift factor 
is equal to (speed)(tan(pitch)). Since the axis of rotation 
is the z axis the soil velocity component perpendicular to the 
travel direction is unaffected by sweep pitch. 
Soil aggregate velocities at the soil surface were 
measured by observation of the movement of brightly colored 
marker wood blocks placed on the surface prior to tillage. 
Observation was recorded with a video camcorder mounted on the 
front toolbar of the toolbar assembly, 1.6 m (5 ft) directly 
in front of the horizontal midpoint of one of the inner sweep 
wings. Use of video in the field allowed a check of the 
quality of data recording as well as a permanent record on 
videotape. Actual sweep path through the measurement area was 
referenced to a plastic pipe benchmark as observed from the 
videotape so that correction could be made for any sideways 
drift of the toolbar from the centerline of the measurement 
area. The location of sweep path through the measurement area 
was related to measurements along the rillmeter from the fixed 
benchmarks. 
The measurement capabilities of the camcorder and wood 
blocks were tested in pre-experiments of sweeps operating in 
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snow and soil. Different size wood cubes and various paint 
colors on the cubes were tested to determine which 
combinations might best be observed and mimic soil flow. The 
pre-experiment showed that blocks as small as 10 mm cubes 
could be seen by the camcorder and moved with the soil flow. 
The mass of such wood cubes corresponds to a that of dry 
spherically shaped soil aggregates of diameter 9 mm (assumed 
1.4 Mg/m' bulk density). It was decided to use 10 mm (0.4 in) 
wood cubes painted white, and two fluorescent colors, yellow 
and orange. 
Prior to tillage of each experimental plot, 8 cubes in 
alternating colors were placed on 50 mm (2 in) centers on the 
soil surface in a line perpendicular to the direction of 
travel and centered on the sweep wing to be observed. This 
surface measurement line was between the two PVC benchmarks 
and served as the same location for rillmeter measurements of 
soil surface elevations before and after tillage. 
In addition to measuring velocities in the two dimensions 
directly visible to the camcorder, it was desired to be able 
to measure velocity of the blocks in the travel direction. To 
do this a 230 by 300 mm (9 by 12 in) mirror was mounted at a 
45° angle directly above the wing used to move the blocks and 
inside the camcorder field of view (see Figures 4, 5, and 6). 
As shown in Figure 7 soil aggregate velocities as 
measured by the scratch paths or blocks were considered to be 
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oriented in an xyz three dimensional space with the x axis 
parallel to the travel direction, y axis vertical and z axis 
in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the travel direction. 
Block velocities were measured from the videotape by 
locating the position of blocks in the three dimensional space 
of two adjacent frames of videotape. Adjacent frames were 
taken at 1/30 second intervals. Block positions in the 
videotape were adjusted for parallax in measurement by 
computing a block distance from the camcorder lens and its 
position from the lens centerline (see Appendix B). 
Due to variations in block movement at different 
positions between the point of the sweep and the wing tip the 
velocity of each marker block was considered to represent just 
that section of the sweep bounded by midpoints between the 
blocks. Blocks nearest the sweep point or wing tip 
represented sections bounded at one end by the point (or wing 
tip) and at the other end by the midpoint between blocks. In 
this manner a weighted (by sections represented by individual 
blocks) average soil velocity was computed for the soil 
surface velocity across the half of the sweep being viewed by 
the camcorder. 
Soil movement and agronomic ridge shape were used to 
measure changes in soil microtopography due to sweep 
cultivation (Hanna, 1991). 
Soil shift measures the movement of the center of a 
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cross-sectional area of half the ridge due to tillage. The 
cross-sectional area is defined to include the width between a 
sweep point and the midpoint between adjacent sweep points and 
a height above a horizontal datum line established an average 
100 mm beneath the original soil surface (Figure 8). 
Ridge height is the vertical distance measured after 
tillage from the soil surface midway between adjacent sweep 
points to the surface at the sweep points. Five elevations 
taken at 20 mm (0.8 in) distances on a line perpendicular to 
sweep travel are averaged to establish surface elevations at 
these points. 
To attempt to explain soil microtopography changes due to 
velocities of soil aggregates on the sweep, the two dependent 
variables measuring the change, soil shift and ridge height, 
were regressed on velocities measured at the lower and upper 
surfaces of the soil slice. Lower velocities are designated 
as yvlb and zvlb in the y and z directions, respectively. Two 
velocity measurements from each plot were averaged to obtain a 
single value for the regression analysis. Upper velocities 
are designated as xvlt, yvlt, and zvlt in the x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. 
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centeriine of sweep 
travel path 
midpoint between 
sweep travel paths 
after tillage; g; 
datum 
before tillage: 
datum 
centeriine of sweep 
travel path 
Gcentroid of crosshatched area 
Datum fixed at 100 mm below initial mean surface elevation. 
Figure 8. Soil cross-sections before and after tillage 
showing soil shift as lateral shift of center of 
one half ridge 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Soil conditions at the time of the experiment are shown 
in Table 2. 
Qualitatively the surface of the soil observed by block 
movement on the videotape moved in one of two general modes. 
These modes were: (1) V-flow with blocks staying atop 
or near the soil surface and generally moving upward and 
laterally in the shape of one leg of the letter V as forced by 
the wing and (2) snowplow with blocks beginning to move up the 
tool and then being buried in a wave of soil. Mode of block 
and soil aggregate movement did not appear to be related to 
tool geometry, speed, depth or soil/moisture block. Only 
about one-fourth of the wood blocks in experimental blocks 1, 
4 and 5 were visible on the surface after passage of the tool. 
Because of the variability of block movement throughout 
the trajectory of V-flow and the burial of blocks as they 
moved toward the output section of the sweep, block movements 
used for the analysis were confined to those which began near 
the first soil surface failure plane (i.e., where the surface 
was beginning to deform) and generally represented soil 
velocity from the intake section of the tool to approximately 
one third to one half of the distance up the sweep wing. 
Koolen and Kuipers (1983) have described these areas as the 
intake and (initial) main flow sections of the tool. 
Table 3 summarizes the results. In general, although it 
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Table 2. Soil conditions in blocks 
Block 1 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 2 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 3 
tilled 10-2-90 
Soil moisture, % 
21.2 
28.3 
24.7 
tilled 10-22-90 
Soil moisture, % 
19.1 
26.7 
22.9 
tilled 10-23-90 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.10 
1.63 
1.36 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.31 
1.50 
1.40 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Depth, mm 
0-50 
50-100 
average 
Block 4 
Soil moisture, % 
16.4 
19.5 
18.0 
tilled 10-24-90 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.44 
1.67 
1.55 
Clarion 
loam 
Depth, mm 
0-50 
50-100 
average 
Block 5 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Soil moisture, % 
9.3 
13.6 
11.5 
tilled 10-5-90 
Soil moisture, % 
11.6 
15.1 
13.4 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.31 
1.87 
1.59 
Clarion 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m' 
1.12 
1.73 
1.42 
appears some relationships exist between the soil aggregate 
velocities, soil shift, and ridge height the coefficients of 
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Table 3. Regression of dependent variables soil shift and ridge 
height on soil aggregate velocities on the lower and 
upper surface of the soil slice 
Ridge 
variable 
Parameter Estimate 
6 
Prob 
ABS(B)=0 
Model 
Soil shift yvlb* 
zvlbf 
intercept 
18.2 
10.9 
14.6 
.0001 
.372 
.23 
yvltt 
ZVlt§ 
intercept 
9.8 
6.5 
17.4 
006 
199 
.14 
Ridge ht. yvlb* 
zvlbf 
intercept 
38.5 
39.7 
37.5 
0001 
,124 
.24 
yvltt 
zvlt§ 
intercept 
9.2 
13.9 
51.3 
306 
289 
.04 
* yvlb = vertical soil aggregate velocity at soil tool 
interface 
t zvlb = soil aggregate velocity perpendicular to travel 
direction in horizontal plane at soil tool interface 
t yvlt = vertical soil aggregate velocity at soil surface 
§ zvlt = soil aggregate velocity perpendicular to travel 
direction in horizontal plane at soil surface 
determination, r^, of the models are quite low. 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 illustrate observed data for 
selected combinations (probability of the estimated parameter 
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equaling zero is less than 0.2) of soil aggregate velocities 
along the tool surface and variables ridge height and soil 
shift. Note in Figure 11 that several of the experimental 
plots had scratch marks indicating that soil moved toward 
rather than away from the sweep point (negative zvlb). In 
general the scratch marks on the tool surface made only small 
acute angles with the direction of tool travel. 
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Figure 9. Soil shift, mm vs. vertical soil aggregate velocity 
at soil-tool interface, yvlb, m/s 
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate observed data for soil shift 
versus soil surface aggregate velocities in both vertical 
(yvlt) and lateral (zvlt) directions. Recalling that these 
velocities are taken near the intake section of the tool, note 
that almost all vertical velocity is upward. Most lateral 
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Figure 10. Ridge height, mm vs. vertical soil aggregate 
velocity at soil-tool interface, yvlb, m/s 
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Figure 11. Ridge height, mm vs. lateral soil aggregate velocity 
at soil-tool interface, zvlb, m/s 
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Figure 12. Soil shift, mm vs. vertical soil aggregate velocity 
at soil surface near tool intake, yvlt, m/s 
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Soil shift, mm vs. lateral soil aggregate velocity 
at soil surface near tool intake, zvlt, m/s 
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velocity is toward the wing tip, however in a few plots soil 
aggregates exhibited movement toward the sweep point. 
Soil movement into a ridge appears more closely related 
to vertical than lateral velocity. This disagrees with the 
findings of Sohne (1959,1960) for soil movement by a moldboard 
plow. Reasons for this disagreement may include a soil 
aggregate path length along the sweep surface which imparts a 
greater vertical than lateral velocity and the influence of 
the shank after soil leaves the tool surface. 
Correlation coefficients shown in Table 4 are used to 
determine if a relationship exists between soil aggregate 
velocities measured on the top and bottom of the soil slice 
flowing over the tool. Testing the hypothesis that the 
correlation coefficents in Table 4 are 0, none of the 
coeffiecients for the variables listed has a probability less 
than 0.10. Some relationship of the two velocity components 
at the soil tool interface is expected given the equations 
developed from Figure 7. There appears to be no direct 
linkage between soil aggregate velocities at the soil surface 
and those at the soil tool interface. This indicates a 
turbulent soil flow pattern which agrees with the burial of 
three-fourths of the wood marker blocks and the use of sweeps 
for herbicide incorporation (Dowell et al., 1988). Possibly 
due to the lack of a confining layer, surface soil velocities 
appear to be random. 
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients for velocity components 
zvlb* yvltt zvltt 
yvlbS -.19 .10 .20 
zvlb* -.09 .14 
yvltf -.01 
* zvlb = soil aggregate velocity perpendicular to travel 
direction in horizontal plane at soil tool interface 
t yvlt = vertical soil aggregate velocity at soil surface 
i zvlt = soil aggregate velocity perpendicular to travel 
direction in horizontal plane at soil surface 
§ yvlb = vertical soil aggregate velocity at soil tool 
interface 
The possible relationship of soil shift and ridge height 
to yvlb (Table 3) indicates that the variables determining 
yvlb may affect soil movement. It is noted in Figure 7 that 
yvlb can be considered to be a function of three components: 
(1) speed, (2) rake angle y (tany), and (3) a combination of 
nose angle 20 and scratch angle a ((cosa)"^sin(0-a)) 
representing line segment BC in Figure 7. 
Soil shift and ridge height were regressed on speed, tany 
and the combination term involving nose angle and scratch 
path. 
The coefficient of the nose angle/scratch path term was 
found to be not significant. This may be explained by the. 
nose angle being constant in this experiment and the apparent 
lack of significance which the scratch path showed as a part 
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of zvlb (= (speed)(tana)) in Table 3. 
Table 5 shows the results of regressing soil shift and 
ridge height on only speed and tany. The parameters for both 
speed and tany are significant. The significance of speed 
agrees with the findings of Dowell et al. (1988). As shown by 
the low r^ values however they are unable to explain a large 
part of the change which takes place. 
Other sweep geometry not specifically studied in this 
experiment such as sweep nose angle and the dimensions and 
placement of sweep stem and shank may affect soil movement. 
Nose angle, stem width and shank width did not vary 
appreciably among sweeps. Shank and stem placement for the 
high crown sweep was similar to that of the low and medium 
Table 5. Regression of dependent variables soil shift and ridge 
height on speed and tangent of rake angle (y) 
Ridge 
variable 
Parameter Coefficient 
6 
Prob. 
ABS(&)=0 
Model 
r2 
Shift speed 
tany 
intercept 
3.41 
14.46 
-4.31 
.0001 
. 0002  
.30 
Ridge ht. speed 
tany 
intercept 
6.62 
32.37 
2 . 2 8  
.0001 
.0001 
.29 
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crown sweeps. This placed the stem of the high crown sweep 
behind its steeper wing surface (Figure 14). 
This experiment illustrates a method to use a video 
camcorder and small wood marker blocks to measure surface soil 
movement. The camcorder allows immediate verification of data 
collection in the field. 
The technique of measuring soil velocity at the surface 
and soil tool interface indicates the turbulent soil aggregate 
flow pattern by the sweep. The relative soil aggregate 
movement between the surface and soil tool interface which is 
able to be measured may be useful in the study of herbicide 
incorporation. 
The linkage of lateral soil displacement with vertical 
soil velocity distinguishes the sweep as having inherently 
different soil manipulation than the moldboard surface. 
Other analysis (Hanna, 1991) has indicated the 
significance of speed and tool geometry to soil shift and 
ridge height. The importance of vertical soil velocity 
isolates the tangent of sweep rake angle as an important 
variable. Such information indicates that for ridging or 
bedding sweeps should be designed with a steep rake angle and 
operated at higher speeds. Conversely if minimal lateral 
soil.movement is desired (e.g. to leave small plants 
relatively undisturbed) sweeps should be designed with a small 
rake angle and operated at slower speeds. 
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g# m¥i 
Figure 14. Low, medium, and high crown sweeps 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The data support the following conclusions. 
1. Contrary to high speed plowing research the lateral 
movement of soil away from the tool and into the ridge is more 
closely related to the vertical velocity component of soil on 
the tool than the lateral component. 
2. Surface soil velocities are generally unrelated to 
subsurface velocities. 
3. Both speed and the tangent of tool rake angle 
influence the change in microtopography although most of the 
change is left unexplained. 
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PART III. COMPARISON OF THE GORYACHKIN THEORY 
TO SOIL FLOW ON A SWEEP 
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ABSTRACT 
The Goryachkin trihedral wedge theory describes soil flow 
over a surface resembling the wing of a sweep. The ability of 
the theory to describe soil flow on a sweep has not been 
previously tested. 
An experiment was conducted to use Goryachkin theory to 
predict soil flow across a sweep and to compare it with 
observed soil flow. Treatments included sweeps with three 
different rake angles (13.5°, 16°, and 44°) operated at three 
different speeds (5, 7, and 9 km/hr) and two depths (50 and 
100 mm) in five field blocks of varying soil type and moisture 
content. Flow was observed by scratch marks on the wing 
surface. 
Observed soil flow varied with rake angle, but not with 
speed or depth. This was in agreement with the Goryachkin 
model. As rake angle increased the ratio of vertical to 
lateral soil movement increased. Predicted values were 
outside of a 99% confidence interval of observed means. Soil 
flow on the sweep did not vary appreciably (less than 5°) from 
a vertical plane parallel to the travel direction. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Models are useful tools for developing a better 
understanding of a process, predicting outcomes and 
determining important variables (and how they might be 
controlled to produce better end results). 
Researchers have used passive earth pressure theory to 
model soil failure by simple inclined plane tillage tools. 
Two dimensional models (Sohne, 1956; Hettiaratchi et al., 
1966) describe failure occurring in front of wide tools. 
Three dimensional models (Hettiaratchi and Reece, 1967; Godwin 
and Spoor, 1977; McKyes and Ali, 1977; Perumpral et al., 1983; 
Swick and Perumpral, 1985) also include soil failure outside 
the tool's travel path. Models commonly include forces of 
cohesion, friction, adhesion, and gravity. Dynamic forces are 
included in the models of Sohne (1956) and Swick and Perumpral 
(1985). 
Soil failure described by the above models occurs when a 
shear plane occurs separating the wedge of soil immediately in 
front of the tool from undisturbed soil. Hettiaratchi and 
O'Callaghan (1980) note that the classical soil mechanics 
focus on the instant of soil failure may be appropriate to 
investigate soil forces on the implement, but it is weak at 
explaining soil changes that occur. 
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Goryachkin Theory 
Turn of the century Russian tillage theorist V. P. 
Goryachkin (Bosoi et al., 1978) developed a theory to explain 
soil flow over a plane surface which is inclined at two angles 
(one in a horizontal plane which the cutting edge makes with 
the direction of travel and another in a vertical plane 
perpendicular to the tool's cutting edge). These angles are 
shown in Figure 1 as 6 and y, respectively. Goryachkin termed 
this plane surface a trihedral wedge. 
The Goryachkin trihedral wedge theory (Bosoi et al., 
1978) of soil movement includes a normal force acting from the 
plane of the tool surface and a soil-metal frictional force. 
Goryachkin concludes that the combination of these two forces 
moves soil aggregates as indicated in Figure 1. Soil 
initially in triangular area AOC hinges in failure about line 
AC and becomes triangular area ANC. Soil which was initially 
lying parallel to the travel direction, x axis, now follows 
flow paths parallel to line AN. 
The Goryachkin model analysis does not include the 
effects of forces of undisturbed soil acting on the wedge of 
soil being moved. Later, two dimensional models for wide 
tools (Sohne, 1956; Reece, 1965; Hettiaratchi et al., 1966) 
and three dimensional models for narrow tools (Hettiaratchi 
and Reece, 1967; Godwin and Spoor, 1977; McKyes and Ali, 1977; 
Perumpral et al., 1983) all included such forces. 
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Figure 1. Goryachkin's trihedral wedge theory 
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Further analysis of the Goryachkin model shows that the 
soil flow path projected in the yz plane makes an angle of v 
with the z axis where v = tan"^{sinY/[cos0 (l-cosy) ]} • See 
Figure 2. 
According to Goryachkin's theory, line segment AN in 
Figures 1 and 2 represents soil aggregate movement during a 
time period and its magnitude can be considered as equal to 
the magnitude of tool velocity (segment AO, Figure 1). The 
Goryachkin velocities for soil aggregates then are expressed 
by equations (1) and (2). 
The theory was originally developed to model soil 
movement on a moldboard plow. A sweep in its simplest form 
may be considered to be a plane cutting surface angled in two 
directions as indicated by Goryachkin. 
Of interest is the manner in which changes in 8 or y may 
affect the y or z velocity components. Differentiating and 
Vj with respect to either 0 or y (equations (3), (4), (5), and 
(6)) shows the effect of changing either variable while 
holding the other constant. 
V = Vsin0siny 
Vj = Vsin0cos0(l - cosy) 
(1) 
( 2 )  
where V = travel speed 
20 = nose angle 
y = rake angle 
Y=constant 
O^constant 
= Vcos0siny (3) 
= Vsin0cosy (4) 
AN = 1 
ZCAN = e 
sinG = = CN 
AN 
COS0 = = AC 
®'"i'=êïï=S 
BN = sin0siny 
in X-Z plane: 
ZCAD = 90° - 0 
ZACD = 0 
AD = sin0cos0 
cosY=§§=^ 
BC = sinScosY 
in X-Z plane: 
ZBCD = 90° + 0 
AD II CE 
CD IAD 
CD ICE 
ZDCE = 90° 
ZBCD = ZDCE + ZBCE 
ZBCD = 90° + ZBCE 
ZBCE = 0 
continuing in X-Z plane: 
CE CE 
BC COS0 = sin0cosY 
CE = sin0cos0cosY 
point N is: 
BN or sin0sin7 
above point A 
and AD - CE or 
sinGcosB - sin0cos0cosY 
left of point A 
Figure 2. Goryachkin trihedral wedge showing geometric 
relationships and equations for y and z components 
of velocity 
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Soil motion trajectory AN projected onto the Y-Z plane: 
N 
N = sinGsiny 
C 
D 
CE 
AD 
AD - CE = sinGcosG - sinGcosGcosy 
tanv = -ÊN dnesm? 
AD - CE sinGcosG - sinGcosGcosy 
sinGsiny 
sinGcosG(1 -cosy) 
velocity 
tool velocity = V = AO = AN 
thus, Vy = VsinGsiny 
Vz = VsinGcosG(1 -cosy) 
siny 
cosG(1 -cosy) 
v = tan-il ^ 
.cosG(1 -cosy). 
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dVj. = V(1 - cosy)cos20 (5) 
Y=constant 
dV^ = VsinGcosBsiny (6) 
O=constant 
As was seen in equation (1) Vy is equally affected by a 
change in either 0 or y. By setting the first order 
derivatives of equations (1) and (2) equal to 0 it is seen 
that Vy is a maximum at a 90° rake angle (equation (4)) and 
180° nose angle (equation (3)) while is maximized with a 
nose angle of 90° (equation (5)) and rake angle of 180° 
(equation (6)). 
To test the Goryachkin theory it is desirable to find 
that range of geometry where the rates of change of Vy and V^ 
are at or near their maximum. This can be found by setting a 
second order derivative of equations (1) and (2) equal to 
zero. Second order derivatives are equations (7), (8), (9), 
and (10). 
d^V = -Vsin0sinY (7) 
Y=constant 
d^V = -Vsin0sinY (8) 
dv^ 
• 6=constant 
d^Vj. = -2V(1 - cosY)sin20 (9) 
Y=constant 
d^Vj. = Vsin0cos0cosY (10) 
^Y e=constant 
It is seen from equations.(7) and (8) that rate of change 
of Vy is at a maximum at nose angle and rake angle equal to 0° 
and that the rate of change in Vy decreases as these angles 
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increase. Equation (9) shows the rate of change of is 
maximized at a nose angle of 0° and 180° and the rate of 
change of decreases as nose angle increases to 90°. In a 
practical sense, Goryachkin's theory indicates reaches a 
maximum value at a 90° nose angle (equation (5)) and that 
changes in are minimized when the nose angle is in the 
range near 90° (equation (9)). 
The cases with nose angle near 0° and 180° are not of 
practical interest if the sweep is to be able to uproot and 
shed weeds. It is noted however in equation (6) that the rate 
of change of continues to increase with rake angles ranging 
from 0° to 180° and that this rate of change reaches a maximum 
at a rake angle of 90° (equation (10) equal to 0). A rake 
angle less than the difference of 90° and the soil metal 
friction angle is needed for the soil to scour on the face of 
the tool and create scratch marks. 
Commercially available sweeps in use for ridging 
operations were found to have a nose angle of between 65° and 
70° but rake angles increased with crown height. According to 
the Goryachkin theory, increasing rake angle causes increasing 
rates of change of (and decreasing rates of change of V^) . 
Increasing nose angle causes decreasing rates of change of 
both Vy and V^. A rake angle variation with a maximum value 
(44°) which allowed soil to scour on the tool face and a 
minimum value as found in commercial sweeps was thus chosen as 
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a tool variable to test the accuracy of the Goryachkin model. 
These rake angles were chosen to maximize velocity change with 
tool geometry similar to that commonly used in practice. 
Other common variables of sweep movement through the soil 
are speed and depth. Although the Goryachkin model does not 
consider these variables, they should be included to judge a 
model's validity for describing soil flow during ridging 
formation. 
Kinematic aspects of soil aggregate movement may be 
important in determining how soil aggregates are arranged in a 
ridge. Although the theory is nearly a century old, the 
author could find no field test of its ability to describe 
soil flow. If it is able to predict soil flow such 
information would be useful in designing sweeps to change soil 
microtopography. 
Objectives 
This research had the following objectives: 
1. To use the Goryachkin theory to predict soil flow 
across a cultivator sweep. 
2. To compare observed soil movement with movement 
predicted by the Goryachkin theory. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two commercially available 410 mm (16 in) low and medium 
crown sweep models were obtained from the Wiese Corporation^, 
Perry, Iowa. A third high crown sweep model was constructed 
by the addition of sweep wings at a 44° rake angle to a 410 mm 
low crown sweep (see Figure 3 and Table 1 for sweep geometry). 
Table 1. Sweep dimensions (see figure 3) 
Anales. ° Dimension, mm 
Sween Crown (i) Y 20 A B_ Ç_ D 
HL16-5 low 18 13.5 67 83 70 25 22 
HC16C5 medium 25 16 63 83 70 32 25 
Modified high 54 44 67 86 73 60 54 
A randomized block field experiment with five 
replications was used to evaluate factorial combinations of 3 
tools, 3 speeds, and 2 depths. Tool geometry (rake angle, y) 
is the variable that influences the Goryachkin model. Speeds 
selected were 5, 7 and 9 km/hr (3.1, 4.3 and 5.6 mph). Depths 
of sweep operation were 50 and 100 mm (2 and 4 in). 
The experiment was conducted at the Iowa State University 
Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering Research Center. Blocks 
^Mention of commercial product name does not imply endorsement 
or criticism by the author, but serves to clarify the tools used. 
Ill 
Section A-A 
Figure 3. Sweep geometry (see Table 1) 
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1, 2 and 3 were predominantly Canisteo silty clay loam (fine 
loamy, mixed (calcareous), mesic Typic Haplaquolls) with 
blocks 4 and 5 predominantly Clarion loam (fine loamy, mixed, 
mesic Typic Haplaquolls). Each block was tilled during one 
day's operations. 
Two sweeps on 760 mm (30 in) spacing were operated for a 
distance of 15 m (49 ft) in each experimental plot to develop 
scratch marks. 
A painted soil tool surface was used to measure soil 
aggregate flow direction as by Sohne (1959) and O'Callaghan 
and McCoy (1965). To obtain a reliable set of scratch marks 
on the painted surface, four different paint formulations, 
lacquer, enamel, acrylic and automotive upholstery, were used 
on four sweep wings in each plot (Hanna, 1991). Scratch 
angles on sweeps were photographed after tillage. Parallax in 
reading the angles from the photographs was avoided by 
calibrating measurements with photographs of known angles. 
Scratch angles were projected on both the xz and yz planes by 
the method shown in Figure 4. Two scratch angle measurements 
from two wings were averaged. 
Scratch angle measurements for each tool type were 
compared with Goryachkin's predicted value by use of a t test 
(Steel and Torrie, 1980). 
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Given: 
1.. X axis parallel to travel path with 
positive X in direction of tool motion 
2. Plane ACN is trihedral wedge 
(i.e. sweep wing) 
3. ZBCN = rake angle, y 
4. ZCAO = 0 = 1/2 nose angle of sweep 
5. AN is scratch mark 
6. ZBAO = a = scratch angle 
7. BO = Z velocity component = ZVLB 
8. BN = Y velocity component = YVLB 
Lateral 
tana = ^ 
AO 
BO = AOtana 
ZVLB = AOtana 
Vertical 
cosa= ^ 
sin(0-a) = fig 
tan,. BN 
BN = BCtany 
BN = AO (ëôW) sin(e-a)tany 
YVLB = AO (.^^)sin(e-a)tanY 
By assuming amount of soil on wing reaches a constant value, X velocity of component of 
soil (=A0) equals speed, YVLB = (speed) j sin(0-a)tanY, ZVLB = (speed)tana 
Figure 4. Soil velocities measured by scratch marks 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Soil conditions at the time of the experiment are shown 
in Table 2. 
Tables 3 and 4 list the mean angles and 95% and 99% 
confidence intervals about these means for measured angles 
projected on to xz and yz planes. Also indicated for the 
levels of tool factor in Table 3 is the angle predicted by the 
model for the sweep shapes. 
As noted in Table 1 the actual sweeps used are not a 
simple inclined plane but have a small section of increased 
rake angle at the cutting edge. The unknown effect of this 
change in rake angle may be responsible for some of the 
discrepancy between predictions and observed data. 
The model correctly predicted little flow variation in 
the lateral (z) direction with most of the flow being 
displaced upward in a vertical direction. 
Kaburaki and Kisu (1959) modeled soil aggregate flow 
paths on a trihedral surface. Restricting their model to 
interaction of the tool with the soil below the existing soil 
surface they included a soil force from the undisturbed soil 
ahead of the tool which was assumed to act in a direction 
parallel to the travel path. Besides this external soil force 
they included gravitational force, normal tool force and 
frictional force along the tool surface. The model predicts 
the direction of soil flow as a function of nose angle, rake 
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Table 2. Soil conditions in blocks 
Block 1 
Depth, mm 
0-50 
50-100 
average 
Block 2 
Depth, mm 
0-50 
50-100 
average 
Block 3 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
Block 4 
Depth, mm 
0-50 
50-100 
average 
Block 5 
Depth, mm 
0—50 
50-100 
average 
tilled 10-2-90 
Soil moisture, % 
21.2 
28.3 
24.7 
tilled 10-22-90 
Soil moisture, % 
19.1 
26.7 
22.9 
tilled 10-23-90 
Soil moisture, % 
16.4 
19.5 
18.0 
tilled 10-24-90 
Soil moisture, % 
9.3 
13.6 
11.5 
tilled 10-5-90 
Soil moisture, % 
11.6 
15.1 
13.4 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.10 
1.63 
1.36 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.31 
1.50 
1.40 
Canisteo silty clay 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.44 
1.67 
1.55 
Clarion 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m^ 
1.31 
1.87 
1.59 
Clarion 
loam 
Bulk density, Mg/m' 
1.12 
1.73 
1.42 
angle and soil-metal friction angle. 
The authors limit the domain of their analysis to 
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Table 3. Comparison of experimentally observed scratch angle 
with angle predicted by Goryachkin model for each 
tool (confidence limits constructed with Student's 
t analysis) 
Tool Goryachkin Exp. 95% conf. 99% conf. 
crown value Mean limits limits 
low high low high 
Projected on xz plane*; 
Lowt 0.73 3.41 2.55 4.27 2.27 4.55 
Medium* 1.04 2.31 1.45 3.17 1.16 3.45 
High§ 8.04 1.96 1.10 2.82 0.82 3.11 
Projected on yz plane|| : 
Lowt 84.36 65.14 61.26 69.01 59.98 70.29 
Medium* 83.35 75.30 71.42 79.17 70.14 80.45 
High§ 71.38 85.47 81.59 89.34 80.31 90.62 
* XZ plane is plane which includes sweep cutting edges 
t 13.5° rake angle 
i 16° rake angle 
§ 44° rake angle 
II yz plane is plane formed by rotating xz plane 90° about 
horizontal line in xz plane 
subsurface soil flow below the plane of the original soil 
surface. The model predicts downward soil movement for 
commonly used sweep dimensions of nose angle of 70° and rake 
angle of 15° and thus does not appear to be capable of 
explaining commonly observed soil aggregate flow upward 
against the face of the sweep wing. 
The researchers' own data (Kaburaki and Kisu, 1959) from 
a trihedral wedge traveling at 1 m/s (2.2 mph) below the soil 
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Table 4. Experimental means and confidence intervals for 
scratch angle as affected by speed and depth 
(confidence limits constructed with Student's t 
analysis) 
Factor Exp. 
Mean 
95% conf. limits 99% conf. limits 
low high low high 
Projected on xz plane*; 
Speed 
5 km/hr 
7 
9 
Depth 
5 cm 
10 
2.61 
2.37 
2.70 
2.35 
2.77 
Projected on yz planet: 
Speed 
5 km/hr 
7 
9 
Depth 
5 cm 
10 
74.93 
75.43 
75.54 
76.15 
74.45 
1.75 
1.51 
1.84 
1.65 
2.07 
71.05 
71.56 
71.67 
72.98 
71.29 
3.47 
3.23 
3.56 
3.05 
3.47 
78.80 
79.31 
79.42 
79.31 
77.62 
1.47 
1.22 
1.56 
1.42 
1.84 
69.77 
70.28 
70.39 
71.94 
70.42 
3.76 
3.51 
3.84 
3.28 
3.70 
80.08 
80.59 
80.70 
80.36 
78.66 
* xz plane is plane which includes sweep cutting edges 
t yz plane is plane formed by rotating xz plane 90° about 
horizontal line in xz plane 
surface displacing dry sand in a soil bin tends to refute the 
model for common sweep geometry. For a 70° nose angle and 15° 
rake angle the measured soil flow marks indicate upward 
movement at an angle of 40° as measured above a horizontal 
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plane and along the tool surface. As noted, the Kaburaki and 
Kisu (1959) model predicts downward soil flow in this 
situation despite its inclusion of additional soil and 
gravitational forces. 
The confidence interval of the mean of each level of 
factor indicates soil flowing over the tool at a small acute 
angle, between 0° to 5°, with travel direction as viewed from 
above the tool. As predicted by the model, no statistically 
significant differences in flow path are predicted when, 
comparing different speeds or depths (Table 4). 
The model correctly predicts some flow differences due to 
different rake angles. Flow paths projected on to the yz 
plane show a difference between all three low, medium and high 
crown sweeps at an a = .05 level. 
All of the values predicted by the model are outside of 
the 99% confidence interval. The model predicts increased 
lateral flow for steeper rake angles whereas the trend of 
measured values is in the opposite direction. The model does 
not correctly predict the trend of a greater change in flow 
path in the vertical than in the lateral direction with 
steeper rake angles. 
Soil appears to make only small lateral deviations (in 
the z direction) as it flows over the tool at the soil tool 
interface. Most of the tool's influence seems to be in 
lifting soil up and over it. This is perhaps justified when 
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flow continuity in the travel (x) direction is considered. 
Once the tool fills with soil a certain amount of soil per 
unit of time must be processed by the tool. This amount of 
soil processed per unit time must equal the amount of soil per 
unit time flowing on to the tool (with random variation). If 
the amount of soil leaving the tool is not equal to that 
entering it, either soil will continually build in front of 
the tool or the mass of soil on the tool will continually 
decrease. 
Continuity indicates the average soil aggregate velocity 
in the travel direction must equal tool speed. For the 
magnitude of velocity to be maintained in the travel 
direction, the magnitude of total soil velocity with respect 
to the tool must increase as it is processed over the tool 
surface. 
Harrison (1988) found soil flow depth to decrease as soil 
flowed across a plane tool inclined at 30° or 45°. Continuity 
may be responsible for a decreasing thickness in the soil 
layer as it flows over tools with steeper rake angles and is 
somewhat analagous to fluid flow over a wing. 
It is noted in Table 3 that soil moving on a sweep with a 
steeper rake angle tends to move less in a lateral (z) 
direction and more in a vertical (y) direction than does soil 
on a tool with a lesser rake angle. Soil flow maintained at a 
near constant velocity in the travel direction and forced over 
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a steeper rake angle accelerates over the tool by lifting the 
soil rather than moving it laterally. This upward movement 
indicates lower soil stress above soil aggregates moving 
around the tool than stress present in a lateral direction 
(parallel to the z-axis, away from the tool face). A tendency 
for soil aggregates to maintain a steady velocity in the 
travel direction and an increased lateral force (parallel to 
the z axis) as undisturbed soil resists tool normal force 
might explain the very acute scratch angles on the tool 
surface. 
Goryachkin's theory assumes a reduction in soil aggregate 
travel speed as line segment is shorter as measured along 
the X axis than is line segment AO in Figure 1. Flow lines 
over the sweep at the soil tool interface may be relatively 
straight when viewed in the xz plane because of flow 
continuity in the x direction. Additional forces not taken 
into account by the Goryachkin theory such as an undisturbed 
soil resisting force may be responsible for this tendency for 
more streamlined flow over the sweep. 
Observed data indicate that the Goryachkin model omits 
forces which cause reduced lateral soil movement as rake angle 
increases. Such information is useful to direct attention to 
possible sources of such force such as from undisturbed soil. 
Force supplied by undisturbed soil may have components 
parallel to both the x and z axes resisting tool normal force. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The data support the following conclusions when observed 
soil movement is compared to Goryachkin theory: 
1. The model correctly predicted greater vertical (y) 
than lateral (z) displacement as soil flowed across the 
sweeps. 
2. The model correctly identified rake angle (Table 3) 
and omitted speed and depth (Table 4) as factors influencing 
flow path. 
3. Values calculated by the model are not within 
confidence intervals (a = .01) of observed flow paths. 
4. In general the mean of scratch angles observed at 
each level of factor tested indicated that the direction of 
soil flow over the tool did not vary appreciably (less than 
5°) from a vertical plane parallel to the travel direction. 
5. The observed data indicate some differences in the 
soil aggregate flow path as influenced by rake angle. In a 
manner opposite to that predicted by the model, the ratio of 
vertical to lateral soil movement as expressed by soil flow 
projected on to the yz plane increased with steeper rake 
angle. 
Unknown factors such as flow continuity in the direction 
of travel or forces caused by undisturbed soil may be 
responsible for observed flow paths trending in a different 
direction than predicted by Goryachkin. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
An experiment was designed to enhance the understanding 
of how a cultivator sweep causes changes in soil 
microtopography. Of particular interest was the sweep's 
ability to form a ridged surface configuration. 
Effects of tool rake angle (13.5°, 16° and 44°), speed 
(5, 7 and 9 km/hr (3.1, 4.3 and 5.6 mph)), and depth (50 and 
100 mm (2 and 4 in)) on soil microtopography changes caused by 
sweeps were investigated. Experiments were, conducted in 
Canisteo silty clay loam and Clarion loam adjacent to field 17 
at Iowa State University's Agronomy and Agricultural 
Engineering Research Center. Each replication was tilled in 
one day and formed a soil/moisture block with soil moisture 
content ranging from 11.5% to 24.7%. 
Dependent variables soil shift, ridge height and change 
in surface height were defined as measures of the change in 
soil microtopography. Soil shift indicates the amount of 
lateral soil movement into the ridge. Ridge height is the 
vertical distance measured from the area traversed by the 
sweep points to the area midway between sweep points. Change 
in surface height indicates the change in average surface 
elevation following tillage. 
Soil aggregate velocities as they moved across the tool 
were measured at the soil surface by using a video camcorder 
in the field to observe small marker blocks. It was capable 
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of detecting block movement in small time increments. 
Turbulent soil flow patterns were detected as three-fourths of 
blocks initially on the surface were buried after sweep 
passage. The direction of soil aggregate movement was also 
measured at the soil tool interface. 
Soil flow paths on the face of the sweep were compared 
with V. P. Goryachkin's trihedral wedge theory (Bosoi et al., 
1978). The theory is based on only normal and frictional 
forces exerted by the tool on the soil. 
Data support the following conclusions: 
1. Soil shift and ridge height were affected by both 
speed and tool geometry (a = .01). 
2. Higher speeds moved more soil into the ridges (a = 
.01). 
3. The modified sweep with high crown and rake angle 
(44°) produced greater soil shift and higher ridges than the 
conventional low and medium crown sweeps with rake angles of 
13.5° and 16° (a = .01). 
4. The medium crown sweep produced a higher ridge (a = 
.05) and greater soil shift (a = .10) than did the low crown 
sweep. 
5. Change in surface height was significantly affected 
by tool depth (a = .01) and speed (a = .05) but not by tool 
geometry. 
6. Deeper tillage depth created a lower bulk density in 
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the soil surface (a = .01). 
7. The relationship of change in surface height to speed 
was quadratic (a = .01). Change in surface height at 7 km/hr 
(4.3 mph) was significantly less than at 5 or 9 km/hr (3.1 and 
5.6 mph). This result was not expected and the reasons for it 
are not clear. 
8. Contrary to high speed plowing research the lateral 
movement of soil away from the tool and into the ridge is more 
closely related to the vertical velocity component of soil on 
the tool than the lateral component. 
9. Surface soil velocities are generally unrelated to 
subsurface velocities. Soil mixing may occur due to this 
difference in velocity between the upper and lower surface of 
the soil slice. 
10. Both speed and the tangent of tool rake angle 
influence the change in microtopography although most of the 
change is left unexplained. The popular use of ridging wings 
and newer cultivator sweeps with increasing rake angle may be 
evidence of the relationship of rake angle tangent to soil 
movement. 
Regarding a comparison with Goryachkin's theory the data 
support these conclusions: 
1. The model correctly predicted greater vertical (y) 
than lateral (z) displacement as soil flowed across the 
sweeps. 
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2. The model correctly identified rake angle and omitted 
speed and depth as factors influencing flow path. 
3. Values calculated by the model are not within 
confidence intervals (a = .01) of observed flow paths. 
4. In general the mean of scratch angles observed at 
each level of factor tested indicated that the direction of 
soil flow over the tool did not vary appreciably (less than 
5°) from a vertical plane parallel to the travel direction. 
5. The observed data indicate some differences in the 
soil aggregate flow path as influenced by rake angle. In a 
manner opposite to that predicted by the model the ratio of 
vertical to lateral soil movement as expressed by soil flow 
projected on to the yz plane increased with steeper rake 
angle. 
Unknown factors such as flow continuity in the direction 
of travel or forces caused by undisturbed soil may be 
responsible for observed flow paths trending in a different 
direction than predicted by Goryachkin. A three dimensional 
wide tool force model with tool geometry varying along the 
third dimension would be useful in identifying such forces. 
No information is available from this experiment on the 
effects of different sweep nose angles or the effect of the 
sweep stem and shank on soil movement. Besides rake angle the 
effects of these geometric variables on soil movement into a 
ridge should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A: 
SOIL SHIFT, RIDGE HEIGHT, AND CHANGE IN SURFACE HEIGHT 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
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Table 1. Soil shift analysis of variance 
Source Degrees of Mean F-value Prob.>F 
freedom square 
Block (B) 4 577.4 2.33 .067 
Tool (T) 2 2383.8 9.64 .0002 
Speed (S) 2 2890.3 11.68 .0001 
Depth (D) 1 44.6 0.18 .673 
TxS 4 169.8 0.69 .604 
TxD 2 302.1 1.22 .301 
SxD 2 257.0 1.04 .360 
TxSxD 4 304.7 1.23 .306 
Exp. Error 68 247.4 
Smp. Error 90 240.5 
Table 2. Ridge height analysis of variance 
Source Degrees of Mean F-value Prob.>F 
freedom Square 
Block (B) 4 1330.0 2.26 .071 
Tool (T) 2 6146.5 10.46 .0001 
Speed (S) 2 5477.6 9.32 .0003 
Depth (D) 1 376.2 0.64 .427 
TxS 4 481.7 0.82 .517 
TxD 2 132.8 0.23 .798 
SxD 2 509.7 0.87 .425 
TxSxD 4 254.7 0.43 .784 
Exp. Error 68 587.7 
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Table 3. Change in surface height analysis of variance 
Source Degrees of Mean F-value Prob.>F 
freedom Square 
Block (B) 4 193.6 1.51 .209 
Tool (T) 2 165.5 1.29 .282 
Speed (S) 2 552.8 4.31 .017 
Depth (D) 1 947.8 7.39 .008 
TxS 4 126.6 0.99 .421 
TxD 2 76.7 0.60 .553 
SxD 2 82.2 0.64 .530 
TxSxD 4 168.0 1.31 .275 
Exp. Error 68 128.2 
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APPENDIX B: 
ALGORITHM TO CORRECT PARALLAX FROM 
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT AT THE CAMERA LENS 
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A transparent graph was used to read unit dimension 
values on the video screen. This graph was always oriented 
with the origin at the lower right mirror corner and vertical 
axis aligned parallel to the cultivator shank. These unit 
graph values were changed to dimensions in the x, y and z 
directions from the sweep point by the following procedure. 
First the length scale was determined at a point in the 
picture. The average horizontal dimension from sweep point to 
wing tip as measured on the video screen was 43.3 units. The 
actual dimension was 207 mm. This results in a scale of 0.209 
units per mm. 
The wing tip was 1740 mm from the camera lens and the 
sweep point was 1420 mm from the camera lens. Averaging these 
two, the wing was 1580 mm from the lens. Thus a scale of 
0.209 units equal one mm was established at a distance of 1580 
mm from the lens. 
Then a length scale for any distance, x, from the camera 
was determined. The optics of a camera lens are such that the 
length scale is inversely proportional to the distance of the 
object from the camera lens. For example, if the object is 
half as close, 790 mm, it will appear twice as large, 86.6 
units per 207 mm, or a scale of 0.418 units per mm. The scale 
at any distance, X, from the camera is then given by equation 
(1). 
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scale = (X) X 43.3 units (1) 
(207 mm)(1580 mm) 
= (0.000132 units/mm^)X 
Next a scale was determined for any dimension, x, as 
measured in the mirror. Because of the 45 degree angle of the 
mirror the distance light travels from the soil surface to the 
mirror and then on to the camera lens does not vary 
appreciably from front to rear of the field of view. A good 
approximation of this length, taken from measurements was 2130 
mm. Thus the length scale for x dimension values as measured 
in the mirror was (0.000132 unit/mm^) x 2130 mm or 0.283 units 
per mm. 
The distance of a wood block from the camera lens was 
determined by first noting that the sweep point was at -43.5 
units in the mirror view and was 1420 mm from the camera lens. 
First the distance to the sweep point was corrected by adding 
(negative) depth values to 43.5 units. Then the actual 
dimension from the sweep point was found by dividing by the 
scale to be used in the mirror (0.283 units per mm). Finally 
the distance of the sweep point from the camera lens (1420 mm) 
was added. Thus the distance of the block from the camera 
lens, D, is given by equation (2). 
D = x + 43.5 units + 1420 mm (2) 
0.283 units/mm 
The length scale to be used for a specific block was 
found by substituting equation (2) into equation (1) as shown 
in equation (3). 
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scale at distance d = (0.000132 units/mm^)D (3) 
The centerline of the camera lens perpendicularly 
intersected the graph used for measurements at a value of x = 
18.6 and y = 17.8. This centerline was 103 mm to the left of 
the sweep point and 341 mm above it. 
The above information about the camera centerline was 
used to determine y values. First the units of distance of 
the block from the camera centerline was determined by 
subtracting the measured y value (from the graph) from 17.8. 
Then the units were adjusted to millimeters of distance by 
dividing by equation (3). Finally the y value was adjusted to 
a height above the sweep point by adding 341 mm. In similar 
fashion a value for z is obtained. This is shown by equations 
(4) and (5) . 
Y = 17.8 units - V + 341 mm (4) 
(0.000132 units/mm^) D 
where y = graph value, units 
Y = height above sweep point, mm 
Z = z - 18.6 units + 103 mm (5) 
(0.000132 units/mm^) D 
where z = graph value, units 
Z = horizontal distance to left of sweep point, mm 
Finally, the x dimension coordinate was adjusted to the 
sweep point by equation (6). The difference in x, y and z 
coordinates in two adjacent frames of the videotape is used to 
determine wood block velocity. 
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X = D - 1420 mm (6) 
where D = distance of wood block from camera lens, mm 
X = horizontal distance of wood block from sweep point 
in the direction of travel, mm 
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APPENDIX C: 
SOIL/MOISTURE BLOCK MEANS FOR 
SOIL SHIFT, RIDGE HEIGHT, AND CHANGE IN SURFACE HEIGHT 
144 
Table 4. Soil/moisture block means for soil shift, ridge 
height, and change in surface height 
Soil type Soil Soil Ridge 
moisture, % shift, height, 
mm mm 
Change in 
surface 
height, 
mm 
Canisteo silty 
clay loam 
Clarion 
loam 
24.7 
22.9 
18.0 
11.5 
13.4 
25.4 
22.9 
27.8 
33.2 
24.6 
70.1 
50.8 
63.3 
73.0 
66.7 
7.8 
-0.1 
6 . 0  
4.9 
8.0 
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APPENDIX D: 
SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED 
Table 5. Summary of data collected 
Block Tool 
low 
medium 
high 
Speed, 
km/hr 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
Depth, 
mm 
50 
100 
50 
100 
50 
100 
Ridge 
half 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Soil 
shift, 
mm 
14.914 
5.640 
6.129 
43.594 
28.491 
18.107 
-6.463 
8.134 
17.709 
2.051 
38.114 
50.204 
10.346 
27.861 
4.591 
24.326 
13.117 
40.491 
-4.646 
1.894 
63.337 
33.712 
48.011 
56.198 
22.487 
45.549 
29.981 
35.129 
33.229 
21.432 
37.536 
32.115 
30.113 
41.497 
55.274 
-15.991 
Ridge 
height, 
mm 
53. 
40. 
65. 
-1. 
47. 
159. 
51. 
53. 
63. 
18. 
80. 
116. 
93. 
84. 
68. 
102. 
112. 
58. 
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Change in 
surface Angle 
height, a, 
nun ° 
4.103 5.8 
5.8 
5.385 7.0 
6.4 
15.385 4.6 
7.8 
27.179 5.2 
5.2 
14.872 4.0 
5.2 
54.872 4.0 
4.0 
4.872 3.2 
3.2 
-4.872 2.6 
2 . 6  
6.667 4.4 
9.0 
18.462 7.4 
-0.4 
2.821 8.2 
7.4 
-37.949 5.0 
5.8 
13.333 2.0 
3.0 
-16.154 4.0 
4.0 
8.718 11.0 
0 . 0  
0.769 8.2 
5.8 
13.077 4.0 
5.8 
8.462 9.0 
6 . 6  
YVLB, ZVLB, 
m/s m/s 
0.253 0.141 
0.253 0.141 
0.346 0.239 
0.350 0.218 
0.466 0.201 
0.438 0.342 
0.256 0.126 
0.256 0.126 
0.366 0.136 
0.358 0.177 
0.471 0.175 
0.471 0.175 
0.301 0.078 
0.301 0.078 
0.427 0.088 
0.427 0.088 
0.530 0.192 
0.482 0.396 
0.277 0.180 
0.318 -0.010 
0.381 0.280 
0.388 0.253 
0.524 0.219 
0.515 0.254 
0.798 0.049 
0.779 0.073 
1.063 0.136 
1.063 0.136 
1.116 0.486 
1.507 0.000 
0.676 0.200 
0.724 0.141 
1.063 0.136 
1.013 0.198 
1.188 0.396 
1.274 0.289 
XVLT, YVLT, ZVLT, 
m/s m/s m/s 
1.023 0.493 0.493 
1.233 0.547 0.359 
0.938 0.485 0.288 
1.652 0.813 0.408 
0.776 0.220 0.310 
1.012 0.835 0.067 
1.071 0.022 0.451 
0.830 0.207 0.145 
1.626 0.836 0.845 
1.407 -0.684 0.821 
1.153 0.341 0.271 
Table 5. fcont.) 
Block Tool 
low 
medium 
high 
Speed, 
km/hr 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
Depth, 
mm 
50 
100 
50 
100 
50 
100 
Ridge 
half 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Soil 
shift, 
mm 
5.110 
10.071 
8.513 
35.647 
9.373 
28.500 
19.870 
24.346 
25.185 
9.052 
21.550 
36.484 
14.854 
19.153 
21.765 
38.259 
12.342 
11.533 
4.900 
23.587 
42.130 
46.419 
21.993 
26.833 
4.037 
20.895 
34.662 
25.010 
41.859 
31.927 
7.643 
44.370 
18.392 
44.263 
22.603 
11.519 
Ridge 
height, 
mm 
24. 
40. 
43. 
49. 
24. 
78. 
30. 
61. 
39. 
32. 
8 6 .  
37. 
40. 
53. 
74. 
8 8 .  
58. 
59. 
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:hange in 
surface Angle YVLB, ZVLB, XVLT, YVLT, ZVLT, 
height. a# m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
mm 
8.205 0.0 0.281 0.000 
2.4 0.270 0.058 
-6.410 0.8 0.388 0.027 0.778 0.539 -0.083 
0.8 0.388 0.027 
-5.128 3.2 0.478 0.140 
0.0 0.506 0.000 
7.436 2.4 0.270 0.058 0.647 0.354 —0.054 
2.4 0.270 0.058 
-11.795 3.2 0.372 0.109 0.995 0.828 0.238 
2.4 0.377 0.081 
5.641 1.6 0.492 0.070 1.133 0.934 0.460 
0.8 0.499 0.035 
9.744 7.0 0.279 0.171 1.389 0.483 0.386 
-0.8 0.315 -0.019 
-10.000 4.0 0.415 0.136 0.943 0.962 0.059 
6.0 0.399 0.204 
-2.821 1.6 0.559 0.070 2.584 0.858 0.657 
1.6 0.559 0.070 
4.615 -3.2 0.301 -0.078 0.641 0.452 0.516 
0.4 0.318 0.010 
-9.487 5.0 0.407 0.170 1.156 0.844 0.589 
2.8 0.425 0.095 
0.769 0.4 0.572 0.017 1.211 1.151 0.511 
1.6 0.559 0.070 
0.000 -5.8 0.724 -0.141 0.804 0.573 0.277 
-3.4 0.771 -0.083 
3.333 -4.6 1.046 -0.156 1.256 0.485 0.813 
-2.2 1.112 -0.075 
-8.462 1.4 1.458 0.061 1.864 0.860 0.699 
5.0 1.331 0.219 
3.590 7.8 0.684 0.190 0.748 0.871 0.112 
-1.0 0.818 -0.024 
-2.308 -2.2 1.112 -0.075 1.030 0.974 0.200 
0.2 1.167 0.007 
11.538 1.4 1.458 0.061 2.062 0.917 0.876 
-3.4 1.388 -0.149 
Table 5. fcont.) 
Block Tool 
3 low 
Speed, Depth, 
km/hr mm 
5 50 
7 
9 
Ridge Soil 
half shift, 
mm 
1 8.622 
2 12.938 
1 20.653 
2 27.618 
1 23.429 
2 37.750 
5 100 
7 
9 
1 16.571 
2 9.267 
1 14.908 
2 31.793 
1 17.555 
2 36.711 
medium 5 
7 
9 
50 1 7.280 
2 21.424 
1 27.005 
2 25.431 
1 28.024 
2 43.024 
5 100 
7 
9 
1 30.068 
2 15.272 
1 22.433 
2 32.860 
1 27.914 
2 46.800 
high 5 
7 
9 
50 1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
20.292 
42.788 
36.841 
46.001 
29.826 
57.344 
5 100 
7 
9 
1 27.901 
2 28.069 
1 27.541 
2 15.463 
1 23.573 
2 61.491 
Ridge 
height, 
mm 
33. 
45. 
48. 
10. 
54. 
72. 
27. 
60. 
89. 
42. 
58. 
104. 
77. 
112. 
101. 
70. 
37. 
101. 
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Change in 
surface Angle YVLB, ZVLB, XVLT, YVLT, ZVLT, 
height, a, m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
nun 
0.000 4.0 0.262 0.097 0.619 0.363 0.462 
2.4 0.270 0.058 
6.923 5.4 0.357 0.184 1.233 0.949 0.670 
1.6 0.383 0.054 
-2.308 6.8 0.446 0.298 1.918 1.572 0.261 
0.8 0.499 0.035 
5.128 1.6 0.273 0.039 0.541 0.665 0.106 
1.6 0.273 0.039 
-1.282 3.2 0.372 0.109 
1.6 0.383 0.054 
17.949 0.8 0.499 0.035 
0.8 0.499 0.035 
5.128 0.4 0.318 0.010 0.117 0.091 0.203 
-2.0 0.308 -0.049 
-4.615 2.8 0.425 0.095 
1.6 0.435 0.054 
7.949 0.4 0.572 0.017 2.500 1.556 0.622 
4.0 0.534 0.175 
18.205 1.6 0.311 0.039 0.767 0.704 0.475 
0.4 0.318 0.010 
-2.564 2.8 0.425 0.095 1.202 0.956 1.201 
—0.8 0.441 -0.027 
18.205 2.8 0.547 0.122 
—2. 0 0.555 -0.087 
5.128 1.4 0.810 0.034 0.751 0.848 -0.263 
-4.6 0.747 -0.112 
13.846 -2.2 1.112 -0.075 1.772 1.077 -0.001 
-5.8 1.013 -0.198 
13.590 0.2 1.500 0.009 2.606 0.626 0.782 
2.6 1.416 0.114 
4.872 -3.4 0.771 -0.083 0.115 0.237 0.514 
-5.8 0.724 -0.141 
2.821 -3.4 1.079 -0.116 1.099 0.940 -0.299 
-3.4 1.079 -0.116 
-1.538 -1.0 1.472 -0.044 1.519 0.863 0.601 
-7.0 1.260 -0.307 
Table 5. fcont.) 
Block Tool 
low 
medium 
high 
Speed, 
km/hr 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
Depth, 
mm 
50 
100 
50 
100 
50 
100 
Ridge 
half 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Soil 
shift, 
mm 
10.402 
9.461 
33.068 
13.912 
35.725 
21.704 
0.422 
24.026 
26.224 
3.127 
21.805 
29.877 
32.144 
30.329 
45.523 
23.416 
49.842 
26.124 
53.852 
0.579 
52.927 
55.012 
45.871 
46.092 
39.922 
19.079 
48.146 
46.162 
73.251 
41.497 
23.319 
18.766 
63.651 
45.000 
37.762 
47.915 
Ridge 
height, 
mm 
34. 
6 6 .  
59. 
39. 
23. 
50. 
61. 
100. 
73. 
94'. 
98. 
92. 
56. 
98. 
102. 
50. 
97. 
122. 
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Change in 
surface Angle YVLB, ZVLB, XVLT, YVLT, ZVLT, 
height, a, m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
mm ° 
10.513 -2.4 0.270 -0.058 
0.8 0.277 0.019 
3.077 5.4 0.357 0.184 1.460 0.509 0.525 
-0.8 0.388 -0.027 
10.513 0.8 0.499 0.035 
1.6 0.492 0.070 
16.923 3.2 0.266 0.078 
11.0 0.227 0.270 
7.179 0.8 0.388 0.027 0.968 0.928 0.241 
2.4 0.377 0.081 
12.051 1.6 0.492 0.070 
2.4 0.485 0.105 
-3.333 1.6 0.311 0.039 
1.6 0.311 0.039 
-18.718 -4.4 0.412 -0.150 1.944 1.076 0.461 
—0.8 0.441 -0.027 
12.051 -0.8 0.567 -0.035 
-2.0 0.555 -0.087 
9.231 2.8 0.304 0.068 0.726 0.349 0.584 
4.0 0.297 0.097 
-5.128 -0.8 0.441 -0.027 
-3.2 0.422 -0.109 
7.436 1.6 0.559 0.070 
5.0 0.524 0.219 
0.769 -1.0 0.818 -0.024 
6.4 0.712 0.156 
-10.000 -2.2 1.112 -0.075 
5.0 1.035 0.170 
11.538 -2.2 1.430 -0.096 1.652 1.841 • 0.432 
-1.0 1.472 -0.044 
15.641 0.2 0.833 0.005 0.965 0.038 0.443 
-1.0 0,818 -0.024 
-1.795 6.4 0.997 0.218 0.790 0.270 0.277 
0.2 1.167 0.007 
9.487 7.8 1.232 0.342 
1.4 1.458 0.061 
Table 5. fcont.) 
Block Tool 
low 
medium 
high 
Speed, 
km/hr 
5 
7 
9 . 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
5 
7 
9 
Depth, 
mm 
50 
100 
50 
100 
50 
100 
Ridge 
half 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Soil 
shift, 
mm 
12.690 
69.969 
22.864 
23.645 
32.504 
41.264 
-2.464 
45.518 
26.188 
15.889 
13.036 
4.666 
8.655 
27.214 
2.392 
35.648 
14.568 
33.104 
6.714 
-33.706 
12.155 
-15.634 
19.985 
60.716 
22.486 
66.824 
27.259 
20.823 
26.634 
53.305 
29.515 
4.007 
26.809 
32.218 
43.750 
55.450 
Ridge 
height, 
mm 
67. 
52. 
78. 
44. 
91. 
45. 
50. 
61. 
71. 
51. 
83. 
31. 
78. 
75. 
76. 
37. 
90. 
120. 
155 
Change in 
surface Angle 
height, a, 
mm 
-22.564 7.0 
4.0 
-1.538 5.8 
4.6 
-1.795 4.6 
7.8 
-5.385 7.8 
5.8 
14.872 5.2 
4.0 
10.000 1.6 
4.0 
-6.154 2.0 
2 . 6  
-12.821 3.2 
2.0 
15.128 2.0 
0 . 2  
24.872 7.4 
3.8 
11.538 6.6 
0 . 2  
18.462 3.8 
3.2 
-1.795 10.0 
6 . 6  
13.077 3.0 
6 . 6  
23.077 5.0 
5.8 
25.641 5.8 
6 . 6  
20.256 9.0 
3.0 
18.974 4.0 
8 . 2  
YVLB, ZVLB, 
m/s m/s 
0.247 0.171 
0.262 0.097 
0.354 0.198 
0.362 0.156 
0.466 0.201 
0.438 0.342 
0.243 0.190 
0.253 0.141 
0.358 0.177 
0.366 0.136 
0.492 0.070 
0.471 0.175 
0.308 0.049 
0.305 0.063 
0.422 0.109 
0.432 0.068 
0.555 0.087 
0.574 0.009 
0.277 0.180 
0.298 0.092 
0.394 0.225 
0.446 0.007 
0.536 0.166 
0.542 0.140 
0.640 0.245 
0.708 0.161 
1.090 0.102 
0.991 0.225 
1.331 0.219 
1.303 0.254 
0.724 0.141 
0.708 0.161 
0.924 0.308 
1.090 0.102 
1.367 0.175 
1.217 0.360 
XVLT, YVLT, ZVLT, 
m/s m/s m/s 
0.595 0.617 0.657 
1.263 0.941 0.214 
1.150 1.175 0.549 
0.478 0.384 0.159 
1.295 0.677 0.659 
1.652 0.639 0.347 
0.733 0.585 0.253 
0.990 0.211 0.253 
2.669 0.356 0.161 
1.440 1.135 0.521 
2.368 0.283 0.663 
1.806 0.913 0.729 
1.433 1.244 0.163 
2.687 0.623 0.161 
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Table 6. Individual block velocities near tool intake 
Distance 
from 
Block Tool Speed, 
km/hr 
Depth, 
mm 
point, 
mm 
XVLT, 
m/s 
YVLT, 
m/s 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
1 low 7 50 30 
80 
130 
180 
1.414 
1.202 
0.778 
0.672 
0.790 
0.499 
0.245 
0.412 
0.619 
1.038 
0.254 
0.067 
9 30 
80 
130 
180 
1.546 
1.334 
1.122 
0.910 
0.701 
0.564 
0.437 
0.474 
0.675 
0.313 
0.232 
0.191 
7 100 30 
80 
130 
180 
0.990 
0.990 
0.884 
0.884 
0.671 
0.519 
0.527 
0.216 
0.350 
0.599 
0.116 
0.087 
9 120 1.652 0.813 0.408 
medium 5 50 70 
120 
170 
0.859 
0.647 
0.753 
0.333 
0.210 
0.054 
0.293 
0.411 
0.255 
7 50 
100 
150 
200 
1.096 
1.096 
0.884 
0.884 
0.973 
0.817 
0.832 
0.542 
0.154 
0.138 
-0.043 
-0.074 
5 100 120 1.071 0.022 0.451 
high 5 50 30 
80 
130 
180 
0.753 
0.859 
0.965 
0.753 
0.207 
0.352 
-0.112 
0.376 
0.332 
0.145 
0.133 
-0.043 
7 20 
30 
70 
120 
1.626 
1.626 
1.626 
1.626 
0.798 
0.950 
0.491 
0.957 
0.318 
-0.140 
0.764 
1.215 
9 150 
200 
1.440 
1.228 
-0.963 
0.847 
0.850 
0.661 
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Table 6. fcont.) 
Distance 
from 
Block Tool Speed, 
km/hr 
Depth, 
mm 
point, 
mm 
XVLT, 
m/s 
YVLT, 
m/s 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
1 high 7 100 20 
70 
120 
170 
1.414 
1.308 
1.096 
0.884 
0.664 
-0.093 
0.403 
0.406 
0.331 
0.603 
0.116 
0.084 
2 low 7 50 150 0.778 0.539 -0.083 
5 100 180 0.647 0.354 —0.054 
7 60 
110 
160 
200 
1.096 
1.096 
0.884 
0.672 
0.980 
0.820 
0.542 
0.840 
0.346 
0.466 
0.137 
-0.358 
9 60 
110 
160 
200 
1.122 
1.016 
1.546 
0.698 
1.327 
0.731 
0.709 
0.450 
0.659 
0.592 
0.282 
-0.115 
medium 5 50 20 
30 
70 
1.389 
1.389 
1.389 
-0.312 
0.465 
0.612 
0.312 
0.000 
0.459 
7 40 
90 
140 
190 
0.990 
0.884 
0.990 
0.884 
1.127 
1.274 
0.672 
0.680 
-0.291 
0.295 
0.259 
0.080 
9 40 
90 
140 
190 
2.606 
2.606 
2.606 
2.500 
1.980 
0.909 
0.600 
0.760 
0.929 
0.769 
0.615 
0.152 
5 100 70 
120 
170 
0.647 
0.753 
0.541 
0.657 
0.348 
0.222 
0.748 
0.422 
0.237 
7 20 
70 
120 
170 
1.308 
1.414 
1.096 
0.884 
1.282 
0.965 
0.681 
0.559 
0.671 
0.632 
0.896 
0.249 
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Table 6. fcont.) 
Distance 
from 
Block Tool Speed, 
km/hr 
Depth, 
mm 
point, 
mm 
XVLT, 
m/s 
YVLT, 
m/s 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
2 medium 9 100 20 
70 
120 
170 
1.440 
1.228 
1.228 
1.016 
1.304 
1.337 
1.002 
1.020 
0.523 
0.777 
0.582 
0.230 
high 5 50 20 
30 
70 
0.965 
0.666 
0.753 
0.663 
-0.001 
0.546 
0.338 
1.172 
0.312 
7 130 
180 
1.202 
1.414 
0.486 
0.483 
0.701 
1.145 
9 70 
120 
170 
1.864 
1.864 
1.864 
0.798 
1.091 
0.947 
0.595 
0.280 
0.841 
5 100 60 
110 
160 
200 
0.859 
0.869 
0.541 
0.541 
1.156 
0.835 
0.558 
0.561 
0.332 
0.492 
—0.675 
0.084 
7 20 
170 
1.202 
0.884 
1.483 
0.543 
0.351 
0.073 
9 120 
160 
200 
2.076 
2.076 
1.970 
0.979 
0.968 
9.523 
1.086 
0.445 
0.423 
3 low 5 50 80 
130 
180 
0.965 
0.753 
0.435 
0.478 
0.048 
0.687 
0.471 
0.269 
0.670 
7 70 
120 
170 
200 
1.096 
1.096 
1.626 
1.414 
1.126 
0.955 
0.775 
0.487 
0.621 
0.586 
1.038 
0.404 
9 10 
40 
90 
140 
2.606 
2.500 
2.182 
1.334 
1.534 
1.691 
2.001 
1.295 
-0.620 
0.615 
0.152 
0.407 
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Table 6. fcont.) 
Block Tool Speed, Depth, 
km/hr mm 
low 
medium 
high 
9 
5 
7 
5 
100 
50 
100 
50 
100 
Distance 
from 
point, 
mm 
150 
200 
200 
40 
10 
60 
110 
160 
80 
100 
150 
200 
20 
170 
10 
60 
110 
160 
100 
150 
200 
30 
80 
130 
180 
40 
90 
140 
190 
XVLT, 
m/s 
0.542 
0.541 
0.117 
2.500 
0.753 
1.177 
0.541 
0.647 
1.202 
0.753 
0.541 
1.071 
1.944 
1.626 
2 . 6 0 6  
2 . 6 0 6  
2 . 6 0 6  
2 . 6 0 6  
-0.096 
0.435 
0.435 
1.308 
1.202 
0.990 
0.884 
1.652 
1.864 
1.334 
1.122 
YVLT, 
m/s 
0.687 
0.544 
0.091 
1.556 
0.973 
0.949 
0.532 
0.522 
0.956 
0.838 
1.007 
0.641 
1.411 
0.794 
0.917 
0.914 
0.607 
0.298 
0.245 
0.220 
0.235 
1.263 
1.113 
0.826 
0.541 
0.692 
1.003 
1.035 
0.755 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
0.110 
0.084 
0.203 
0 . 6 2 2  
0.508 
0.627 
0.603 
0.265 
1.202 
•0.168 
•0.356 
•0.487 
•0.157 
0.130 
0.921 
0.922 
0.775 
0 . 6 2 2  
0.244 
0.570 
0.244 
0.486 
0.308 
•0.784 
•1.245 
1.095 
0.469 
0.563 
0.044 
Table 6. fcont.) 
160 
Block Tool Speed, Depth, 
km/hr mm 
low 50 
Distance 
from 
point, 
mm 
20 
30 
70 
XVLT, 
m/s 
1.626 
1.626 
1.414 
YVLT, 
m/s 
1.097 
0.769 
0.345 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
0.170 
0.150 
0.624 
100 80 
130 
170 
200 
1.202 
0.990 
0.990 
0.778 
1.388 
1.118 
0.366 
0.528 
•0.313 
0.258 
0.383 
-0.105 
medium 7 
5 
50 
100 
40 
130 
180 
1.944 
0.859 
0.329 
1.076 
0.339 
0.380 
0.461 
0.595 
0.549 
high 50 20 
70 
120 
170 
1.864 
1.652 
1.652 
1.652 
1.556 
2.106 
1.343 
1,836 
0.659 
0.792 
0.145 
0.111 
100 10 
60 
110 
1.177 
1.071 
0.965 
0.625 
0.166 
0.038 
0.321 
0.457 
0.443 
90 
140 
0.460 
1.202 
0.344 
0.179 
0.292 
0.257 
low 50 30 
80 
130 
180 
0.647 
0.647 
0.541 
0.541 
0.696 
0.534 
0.849 
0.388 
1.131 
1.405 
0.123 
•0.049 
130 
170 
200 
1.308 
1.308 
0.884 
0.985 
0.992 
0.556 
0.288 
0.107 
•0.121 
50 
100 
150 
200 
1.334 
1.228 
1.016 
0.804 
1.319 
1.169 
0.742 
1.521 
0.660 
0.456 
0.407 
0.657 
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Table 6. fcont.) 
Distance 
from 
Block Tool Speed, 
km/hr 
Depth, 
mm 
point, 
mm 
XVLT, 
m/s 
YVLT, 
m/s 
ZVLT, 
m/s 
5 low 5 100 140 
190 
0.435 
0.647 
0.388 
0.369 
0.094 
0.412 
7 110 
160 
200 
1.414 
1.308 
0.672 
0.671 
0.676 
0.706 
0.940 
0.285 
-0.121 
9 160 
200 
1.672 
1.652 
0.658 
0.608 
0.389 
0.063 
medium 5 50 70 
120 
160 
200 
0.859 
0.753 
0.541 
0.541 
0.683 
0.379 
0.827 
0.223 
0.333 
0.134 
0.411 
-0.061 
7 160 0.990 0.211 0.253 
9 40 
140 
190 
2.712 
2.712 
2.500 
0.767 
0.290 
0.615 
0.921 
0.163 
0.154 
9 100 150 
200 
1.334 
1.440 
0.665 
1.135 
0.553 
0.521 
high 7 50 200 2.368 0.283 0.663 
50 
100 
150 
200 
1.864 
1.864 
1.758 
1.652 
1.303 
0.690 
0.562 
0.894 
0.942 
1.064 
0.584 
-0.063 
100 
high 100 
50 
100 
150 
200 
20 
120 
170 
1.601 
1.389 
1.389 
1.177 
2.712 
2.818 
2.500 
1.381 
1.394 
1.081 
0.946 
0.451 
0.771 
0.638 
0.146 
0.155 
0.309 
-0.016 
0.297 
0.167 
0 . 0 0 0  
